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INTRODUCTION

Over countless generations man has left his signature on the landscape in the

form of footpaths, trails and roads. This network of travel routes, perhaps more

than any other cultural feature, relates the historic and technical progression of a

society.

This study, is viewed from a limited geographic perspective. The travel network

developed in Montana, was response to, and as a result of, the needs and

conditions that existed only within these arbitrary boundaries. Montana's people,

resources, terrain and climate are unique, and have left an indelible imprint

found only in the history of roads within the state.

These transportation systems however, did not occur independently or in

isolation. They are part of the larger national scene, and must be viewed and

evaluated as such.

Roads, during the course of functional life represent a composite of multiple

ellements. The social-political, and the functional-construction aspect of road

developement represent the major divisions, while factors such as and climate

and terrain affect both.

Fully functional political systems are dependant on efficient transportation

networks to allow for the flow of both goods and people (Wolf, 1963). Within the

state of Montana, improvements to the primitive trail system were first designed

to accommodate the westward expansion of the nation. National politics still

exert the major influence on the development of roads and highways.

This study was accomplished by separating the various historical and technical

components. When ever possible, actual examples of roads and trails are used to

illustrate these events.

Chapter 1 is a historical overview of the events and conditions that set the stage

for the future development of the road system. The terrain, hostile Indian tribes,

and the discovery of gold all played major roles in the settlement and passage

across the state.

Chapter 2 starts with the establishment of the Montana Highway Commission,

and the evolution of the state agency and it's mission during the formative years.

Financially little could be done to establish an effective state road network until

federal funding became a consistent and reliable reality.

Federal funding and its effect on Montana roads is discussed in Chapter 3. Policy



concerning public lands and social programs had a profound influence on road

building within the state. A funding relationship was established which is still

critical to the success of the state road program.

Chapter 4 is devoted to the role of social conflict through the political and

physical demand placed on the roads. The experience of two World Wars

established priorities for both road standards and philosophy of road building.

From this national experience came the Strategic Network of roads that

developed as the Interstate System.

Finally Chapter 5 the summary, is a brief historical assessment of the state

roads. Ultimately the purpose of this study is to provide a basis and context for

evaluating the historical significance of the individual road systems within the

state. The significance of these travel ways can only be established through an

understanding of the development of the entire road system*



Chapter I

HISTORIC OVERVIEW

The evolution of any transportation system is closely tied to the history and

geography of the region. Transportation systems such as road networks normally

reflect the needs and demands of the population. The topography of the area

asserts a major influence on both the settlement patterns and the linking road

ways.

Nowhere is this principal more clearly defined than in Montana. Population

distribution maps of western Montana generalize by saying "where people aren't

mountains are" (Taylor, Edie & Gritzner, 1974).

This same generalization applies to the transportation networks. In 1866 the

United States Congress granted a free right-of-way of unreserved public lands

(United States Department of Transportation 1976). This legislation had little

effect on Montana territory, most of which was unsurveyed at the time. Section

line development of road systems never became the standard in Montana as it

did in many of the midwestern states. Montana's topographic extremes and the

subsequent settlement patterns, precluded extensive straight line road building.

Montana is the fourth largest state in the union, and is presently divided into

fifty-six counties. The land mass is defined by arbitrary boundaries on three

sides. The natural divide of the Rockies forms part of the western boundary of

the state. Both the highest elevation at Granite Peak, (12,799 ft.) and the lowest,

(1,800 ft.) on the Kooteni River near Troy, are located in this part of the state,

evidence of the rugged nature of the territory.

The topography of Montana, particularly in the mountainous west, provides some

formidable travel barriers in the form of steep mountain ranges, dense forests

and deep swift-flowing rivers. These barriers serve to funnel traffic through the

broad open valleys and short accessible passes, limiting and consolidating travel

routes. Montana's network of rivers, some navigable, also influenced the

positioning of trails, river crossings, and portages.

This vast territory was occupied prior to the coming of the Euro-americans by

numerous Indian tribes, all actively pursuing traditional, economic and social

endeavors. These tribes were primarily nomadic within geographically defined

territories, and dependant on a seasonal round that afforded them maximum

access to game, plant and other natural resources essential to survival. Trade
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networks and travel routes were established by native populations long before the

acquisition of the horse. Pedestrian travel routes often originated along game

trails that sought an easy grade through rough terrain. These expedient trails

frequently branched and converged as necessity and convenience dictated, and

finally, through time, formed well-used familiar routes. Following the acquisition

of the horse, travelers experienced greater mobility. Horse travel, however,

required better trails and maintained routes through rough terrain. Obstacles

such as fallen logs or loose rock, required removal particularly when dragging the

burden of a travois (Malouf 1980). Trails were best maintained through frequent

use. Many of the early trails along major travel corridors were destined to

become wagon roads and later still, the location of highways that form present-

day transportation routes.

Plateau people from eastern Washington regularly crossed the mountains into the

plains in pursuit of bison, as did the Flathead who lived west of the continental

divide (Griswold 1970). Frequently used travel routes included the trail over

Marias Pass, closely following present-day U.S. Highway 2 that skirts around the

southern limits of Glacier National Park.

The plains tribes in turn extended alliances to include the eastern sedentary

groups who lived along the Middle Missouri. The Middle Missouri was a major

prehistoric and early historic trade center with far reaching contacts (Swagerty

1988).

Lithic raw material primarily in the form of obsidian was readily obtained from

the major sources to the south in what is now Idaho and Wyoming. Other valued

material resources as well as tribal alliances also existed to the north into

Canada. Tribes such as the Blackfeet, Flathead and the Kootenai moved freely

between Montana and Canada inhibited only by traditional boundaries and

natural barriers (Choquette 1987, Griswold 1970).

The first historic trading posts were generally established at the juncture of

major travel routes, preferably where aboriginal territories overlapped. This

practice maximized potential intertribal contacts and assured the free flow of

trade goods (Swagerty 1988).

The Kootenai Falls Portage Trail provides visual evidence of a small remaining

portion of an important northwest Montana trail with a link to Canada. This

route through rugged mountainous country followed along the Kootenai River
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Valley. The river flows south out of Canada into Montana and makes a wide

swing to the west through northern Idaho before flowing north into Canada

again. Most of the route could be navigated by canoe, but the Falls area required

portage along the steep north bank of the river. Remnants of the trail across the

talus slope are still visible (Davis & Vinson 1981).

The first historic records of these trails are found in the journals of fur trappers,

traders, explorers and missionaries. Early travelers into the region such as Lewis

and Clark, Ashley Thompson, De Smet, and Lisa, quickly recognized the

advantages of using existing trails. This was particularly true where friendly

relationships existed and could be maintained with the native inhabitants.

The Northwest Fur Company briefly established a trading post along the

Kootenai River near the falls taking advantage of an established coast to plains

aboriginal travel route (Davis & Vinson 1981).

In Crow Indian territory of south central Montana, Bad Pass Trail, a travois trail

through the Big Horn Canyon, can still be seen in places. This well defined

travois trail had its origins in Wyoming and extended north along the east side of

the Pryors above the canyon. Deep travois tracks and hundreds of cairns

identified the route, that at one time was said to be cleared of rock and rubble to

a width of about 40 ft (Loendorf & Brownell 1980). The first documented

historic use of the Bad Pass Trail through the Bighorn Canyon was in 1825 by

the fur trappers Ashley and Beckworth. Soon to follow were the miners entering

the territory, followed by the military who established Fort C.F.Smith near the

mouth of the Bighorn Canyon. Cattle drives were brought along the trail and for

a brief time mail between Lovel, Wyoming and the Dryhead country in Montana

was carried along this route (Loendorf & Brownell 1980).

While primary transportation routes have sought to avoid this rugged terrain, a

modern highway enters the canyon from the south providing recreational access.

Segments of the undisturbed cairn-lined trail can still be seen from this highway.

Westward expansion, particularly across large territories with sparse population,

depended on the federal government for assistance to solve transportation

problems. The federal government in turn recognized the importance of opening

up the territories by providing connecting east-west transportation systems.

Federal assistance in the late 1800's was most often provided in the form of the

United States Army (Jackson 1952).



The major military road building effort in Montana territory was the Mullan

Road. Captain John M. Mullan persuaded the War Department of the need for a

good transportation route across the Rocky Mountains between Fort Benton on

the Missouri River and Fort Walla Walla near the Columbia River. The War

Department initially supplied $100,000 for the road and construction started in

1859. In seeking a practical route for the wagon road that could later also serve

as a railroad route, Mullan crossed the divide six times before making a final

selection (Jackson 1952). This formidable task involved construction of 624 miles

of road. Of the total length, 120 miles were cut through dense forest in a 30 foot-

wide strip, with an additional 150 miles through open pine forest. Crossing the

Rockies required 30 miles of earth and rock excavation in addition to building

over of 100 bridges and river crossings. The final cost of the project amounted to

$230,000 and construction took four years to complete (Burlingame 1942). The

140 mile distance between Coeur d'AIene and the canyon east of Missoula

required 92 percent of all the engineering and construction work conducted.

Construction through this area was influenced not only by the difficult terrain,

hydrology and climate, but the degree of cooperation obtained from local Indian

tribes. Some route selection errors were made as the result of insufficient

information (McDermott & Grimm 1974).

The road was built primarily to provide overland transportation of military

supplies, equipment and men, but never actually served that purpose. The

mining boom, as well as the fact that it provided a good southern route for

settlers traveling between the port at Fort Benton and the Oregon territory, kept

the road busy during the following years. The average wagon trip across this

route took 47 days. Mullan, familiar as he was with the road, provided a trip

diary containing suggestions for travelers as to where good stock grazing, water

and safe camping could be found along the route (Warren 1978).

The rugged terrain, with heavy winter snow and high runoff during spring thaw,

washed out bridges and the road alike. Within three years the road had fallen

into such disrepair that the 200 mile stretch across the mountains required

$75,000 in appropriations for maintenance and repairs.

Historically the real significance of the Mullan Road lies not so much in it's role

as a travel route as in the fact that it was the first surveyed and engineered road

in Montana (Zimmer 1977). Today much of Interstate 90 and the Northern
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Pacific Railroad between Alberton, Montana and Coeur d'Alene, Idaho parallel

this original route.

The federal government later made a second appropriation of funding in the

amount of $50,000 to construct a wagon road from Lewiston, Idaho to Lolo,

Montana (Burlingame 1980, McLeod 1980). The route across the mountains of

south central Montana was a well known prehistoric and historic trail connecting

the Weippe Praire and the lower Clearwater River in Idaho. The first historic

use of this route was by the Lewis and Clark expedition in 1805. Later travelers

included John Work of the Hudson's Bay Company and John Owen, founder of

Fort Owen (McLeod 1980). Construction under the direction of Wellington Bird

and Major Sewell Traux, started from the south. Funding for the project proved

inadequate and the road was never completed. Funding to complete the lower

200 mile stretch was never acquired, since it was assumed, the local businessmen

would maintain the road (Jackson 1952) an impossible task for the times. The

effort did result in a graded pack trail that came within 25 miles of the Bitterroot

River.

The trail gained national recognition as part of the escape route used in 1877 by

the Nez Pierce. (McLeod 1980).

Both the Union Pacific and the Northern Pacific attempted to build railroads

over the pass but neither effort succeeded, although portions of the route were

heavily used by travelers at the time. The trail was last extensively used by the

Forest Service during the bad fire season of 1910 as access to the fires (McLoed

1980). Modern U.S. Highway 12 now crosses Lolo Pass, however portions of the

old trail can still be found. The old trail route includes evidence of aboriginal

use, in the form of cambium peeled trees. These scarred trees from which the

sweet and nourishing edible inner bark was extracted and eaten still stand at

several locations along the trail (McLeod 1980, Hart 1976).

The discovery of gold in Montana during the late 1850's and 1860's generated

new interest in the territory resulting in a rapid population growth due to the

influx of miners and emigrants. Establishment of new settlements, mostly boom

towns, required linking transportation routes to facilitate the flow of both goods

and travelers in and out of these population centers (Figure 1).

Missouri River traffic into Fort Benton increased in direct response to this need,

briefly establishing the river port as a major commercial center. Freighting from
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this central hub served the state until the advent of the transcontinental railroad

(Malone and Roeder 1976). Fort Benton remained the only town in eastern

Montana well into the 1860's (Alwin 1982).

Freighters and settlers sought a shorter route from the south-east into the

territory that would be amenable to the transportation of heavy wagon traffic and

large numbers of livestock. John Bozeman scouted the route and the trail was

marked by Bozeman and John Jacobs in 1863. This wagon road came to be

known as the Bozeman Trail (Johnson 1971). The trail extended for 967 miles

from Fort Phil Kearney, Wyoming to Virgina City, Montana (Rose 1976). Traffic

started to move across the trail in 1864. This route proved to be very popular and

as a result of the heavy traffic the military established Forts Reno and Phil

Kearney in Wyoming, and Fort C.F.Smith in Montana in 1866. The military

presence was intended to provide a means of discouraging possible hostilities

directed toward the travelers. The presence of not only the travelers but the

military, infuriated the Sioux and the Northern Cheyenne. They demanded their

treaty rights forcing the abandonment of the forts in 1868 (Burlingame 1980).

The popularity of the trail remained undiminished even after the army withdrew.

Today portions of Interstate 90 follow the same general route up from Wyoming

and again where trails converge to cross Bozeman Pass just east of Bozeman.

Following the completion of the transcontinental railroad in 1867 Corinne, Utah

became the terminus for freight intended for the gold fields in Montana. The

Corinne - Virginia City trail soon became established as the major freight route

into Montana. It crossed a number of high flat plateaus separated by valleys with

gentle slopes and easy river crossings. The average freight hauler could make

three and possibly four trips a season.

Freighters averaged 15 to 20 miles a day hauling as much as 16,500 lbs of freight,

divided onto three connected wagons. The trail was ideally suited for

transporting these heavy loads. . The length of the freighting season depended

entirely on the weather, which determined if the road and crossings would be

passable (Burlingame 1980).

Opportunities afforded by the Montana gold fields attracted not only miners, but

other entrepreneurs who had followed earlier gold rushes west. Regular stage

lines operated along the route and stage stops were established every 15 or 20

miles. These stage stops existed more for the benefit of the livestock than the
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comfort of the passengers, since few amenities were offered.

The road branched after it reached Montana, with a western branch to Bannack,

then on north to the Deer Lodge Valley. Another route lead into the Bitter Root

Valley. The eastern branch went past present day Dillon then northeast to

Virginia City, and from there it continued north to Helena where it connected

with the Mullan Road. Yet another branch led to the Gallatin Valley and Fort

Ellis. The road continued to be important until the Utah and Northern Railroad

was completed in 1880 - 1881 (Burlingame 1980).

The discovery of gold and free land provided a catalyst demanding yet another

safe route into the state. This time interest came from the northern midwest.

Mounting pressure from various midwest urban centers resulted in the

appropriation of $50,000 by Congress for the protection of migration across the

plains in 1862. With the appropriation of funds, Captain James L. Fisk lead a

series of three separate wagon train expeditions into north central Montana

before Indian hostilities briefly erupted and slowed migration. This trail was to

become known as the Minnesota to Montana Trail. Fisk followed along the route

originally laid out by the Stevens Expedition of 1853, between Fort Union and

Fort Benton, north of the Missouri River. Upon reaching Fort Benton the

travelers generally separated pursuing a variety of independent destinations.

Fisk's fourth and final trip was made in 1866. By this time the trail was well

marked and used regularly with few problems (Burlingame 1980). This northern

trail route is today closely paralleled by U.S.Highway 2 between Havre and

Culbertson, and U.S. Highway 87 between Havre and Fort Benton. Portions of

the old trail can still be seen on private land in McCone County (Grant Grisak -

personal communication. 8/28/91).

The discovery of gold in Montana territory reversed normal settlement patterns

which generally first develop agrarian communities, then establish urban centers.

Urban centers developed rapidly around the mining claims. By the 1865 the Euro-

american population in the territory was estimated to be approximately 28,000

individuals. Mining town locations generally in high mountain valleys, are

notoriously poor areas for growing food crops of any kind. The territory, lacking

in established agrarian communities, was dependent on freighting for basic

necessities. The cost of freighting agricultural products in the state was passed

on to the customer. A 100 lb. bag of flour was selling for $150 in 1862. (Malone
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and Roeder 1976). Other essential commodities were priced proportionately

high.

Farming endeavors that started during this time remained limited to the

southwestern valleys. As the placer gold began to run out the population

dispersed, often abandoning entire communities. Farmers lost established trade

areas and faced hard times due to limited markets and the inability to reliably

move produce any distance (Malone and Roeder 1976). Indian trails and

unimproved wagon roads could no longer efficiently handle either the volume of

traffic or the increased needs of the population.

The federal government was uninterested and unable to aide local transportation

problems. Funding was reserved for military protection of emigrant trails and

post routes (Wohlgenant Jr. 1954). The lack of connecting road development left

the settlers in remote areas to fend for themselves.

The mounting needs of the growing population for law and order as well as a

recognized voice in national and local affairs, prompted the move to gain official

territorial status in 1864. The first legislative session was held in Bannack,

Montana. Governor Edgerton in his first message to the legislature addressed

the road problem in Montana. He urged the legislators to seek appropriations

that would be sufficient to establish direct routes into the region. It was clear to

Edgerton that the future prosperity of Montana depended on adequate

transportation systems, particularly those connecting the territory to the outside

world. The legislature however, intent on more immediate matters, passed over

and ignored the governor's plea (Wohlgenant Jr. 1954).

The only action taken during the first assembly designed to relieve immediate

local road problems was the granting of charters and franchises to approximately

35 toll bridge, ferry and wagon road companies. This action it was believed,

would also make available tracks of privately held and developed roads. This

method of road building, while appearing to solve an immediate problem, actually

created a number of long term problems (Wohlgenant Jr. 1954). The

transportation network that developed from this stimulus was not efficient. Roads

and crossings were built and maintained separately and often did not connect.

Due to the absence of uniform standards, or any mechanism for inspection, the

level of the construction effort varied tremendously (Burlingame 1980). For

several years no further action was taken. Building and maintenance was left
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entirely to the individual toll operators.

A classic example of the use and misuse of the toll road system is found in the

history of the Yankee Jim Canyon toll road situated between Livingston and

Gardner. Yellowstone National Park was established in 1872 and at that time

there were only two routes into the park. A traveler could come up the Missouri

by steamboat to Fort Benton and continue from there by stage to Bozeman. In

Bozeman outfitters could be found to outfit and transport the travelers to

Yellowstone. The alternate route was by rail to Corrine, Utah, and from there by

stage to Virginia City or Bozeman. The last 90 miles either way were by horse

back (Haines 1977 I). This was not an excursion for the faint hearted, yet tourist

development in the area thrived. The Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel opened in

1871, and there were a number of dude ranches in the area that catered to

tourists. Mining was active in and around the Gardner - Jardine and Cooke City

area. Ranching and agriculture had also gained a toe hold by this time. All were

hampered by the lack of transportation routes into the area (Huppe 1988).

A road up the Yellowstone River would bypass Crow territory and potentially link

up to proposed navigation routes up the Yellowstone as well as the Northern

Pacific rail line from Bismarck (Haines 1977 I). A Cooke city miner by the name

of Bart Henderson was responsible for building the road between Gardner and

Livingston. Following construction, Henderson abandoned the road and it was

taken over and operated as a business by a local land owner and entrepreneur

known as "Yankee Jim" George (Haines 1977 I). Yankee Jim proved to be

diligent as a toll collector and teller of tall tales. As time passed, he was

increasingly negligent concerning maintenance of the road. Portions of the route

passed through a steep narrow canyon giving travelers no choice but to continue

to pay for the poor service.

At the first meeting of the Park County commissioners in 1887, irate local citizens

presented a petition requesting the county take over Yankee Jim's road. Lack of

maintenance was cited as the main complaint (Huppe 1988). Yankee Jim was

allowed to retain a portion of the road with the stipulation that he would provide

maintenance. In 1893 the county, following years of negotiation and litigation,

purchased the remaining section for $1000. The disillusioned county

commissioners wanted nothing more to do with private toll roads (Huppe 1988).

As early as December of 1869, Governor James Ashley expressed similar
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frustration with toll operations. In his message to the legislature he emphasized

the high cost of travel between Corinne, Utah and Virginia City. The road

required little maintenance and received none, yet cost freighters $40 per trip in

tolls (Burlingame 1980). The Fort Benton to Helena toll road constituted another

major source of irritation to travelers (Burlingame 1980). The time had clearly

come to reexamine the toll road issue.

The Fifth Territorial Legislature in 1869 attempted to address some of the abuses

created and perpetuated by the toll system by initiating an alternative. The

alternative resulted in the passage of the first Highway Act. Public road building

and maintenance became the responsibility of individual counties and the county

commissioners. This effort to provide a system of free roads for the general

public, required that at least 30 county residents petition the commissioners for

the construction of a road. Construction was financed through a tax of one mill

on all taxable property. In addition to this tax a head tax of three dollars was

levied on every able bodied man between the ages of 21 and 45. The head tax

could be paid either in labor or cash. Labor was calculated at three dollars per

day. Any surplus funds generated by these taxes were allocated to the school

system. Problems associated with the earlier franchises for the toll system were

not addressed during this legislative session even though the existing contracts in

some cases extended for years to come (Wohlgenant Jr. 1953).
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Legislation of the Highway Act represented a positive step in the development of

a transportation network but it too was flawed and went through a series of

revisions in the following years, designed to improve and expand the Act without

resulting qualitative change. The county system upon which implementation

depended was barely established and originally only eight counties were

designated in the new state. Five of these were in the western third of the state

corresponding with the major centers of population.

Only three counties were designated in the eastern two thirds of the state

encompassing an area is so vast it alone could form the seventh largest state in

the nation. Even today the population in the eastern part of the state is so

sparse that it amounts to only four people per square mile (Alwin 1982). The

commissioners attempted to deal with the problem by dividing counties into a

number of road districts, each with a supervisor to oversee construction (Norris

1967). It is doubtful that much effective road building occurred in the region as

a result of the original county system.

The advent of the 1880's signaled big changes for Montana. The northern Pacific

railroad line across the state finally linked up at Garrison in 1883. The Montana

Central, which later became part of the Great Northern, entered Montana in 1887

(Alwin 1982) Local support and investor speculation resulted in 2669 miles of

railroad track built in Montana by 1893, forming an effective and accessible rail

network across the state. Encouraged by this initial success the railroads

continued to grow steadily until by 1913 over 5300 miles of mainline served the

state (Wohlgenant Jr. 1953).

The state population and subsequently the economy responded enthusiastically to

the coming of the railroad. While increased access to unclaimed land did not

result in an actual homesteading boom, it did open new agricultural markets and

encouraged settlement of the eastern and central part of the state, particularly

along the fertile river valleys (Alwin 1982). The Homesteading Act of 1862

granted 160 acres or one quarter section of land to each applicant. The land

grant proved to be less than adequate in the semi arid eastern portions of the

state, prompting the enactment of the Desert Land Act in 1877. This legislation

allowed for the acquisition of up to 640 acres at $1.25 per acre. This increase

was not of great assistance to the farmer and was abused by the ranchers

(Malone and Roeder 1976). Prior to the coming of the railroad, agricultural
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endeavors in the eastern part of the state concentrated primarily on ranching.

Most livestock could be driven to market, making them less dependant on

reliable transportation (Alwin 1982). Rail towns were established along the

routes, forming shipping, marketing and political centers for the expanded

agrarian communities. Branch and spur lines to many of the mining areas in the

rugged western portion of the state helped to boost mineral productivity (Alwin

1982, Wohlgenant Jr. 1953). Tourism too was accommodated by the new rails. A

spur line to Yellowstone Park followed Yankee Jim's toll road, even appropriating

part of the road bed through the canyon (Huppe 1988). The line also encouraged

increased settlement of the Upper Yellowstone Valley.

The railroads in a relatively short period of time accomplished what road

building efforts had failed to do. The population was more evenly and widely

dispersed across the state. A more diverse economy was being developed and

marketed. Finally, effective and reliable transportation links connected Montana

to the outside world for the first time.

Construction of the railroad also resulted in an unintentional benefit. It brought

to the region many highly qualified civil engineers who stayed on to seek

additional engineering challenges after the railroad was completed (Hendricks

1975).

Road building during the expansion phase of the railroads suffered as public

focus shifted away from dependance on the uncertainties of highway travel

(Burlingame 1942). County officials and the local populations were concerned

primarily with their own immediate situation and the constant constraints of

limited funding. As a result construction programs developed and maintained

mostly short-haul dirt roads built without the benefit of engineering skills.

Compounding the problem was the option presented by the head tax that

generated part of the road building funds. Given the choice of paying cash or

working a day, many of the taxpayers elected to work off the head tax at their

own convenience which was not always when they were needed. Farmers were too

busy to work in the spring when the roads were in desperate need of repair. The

result was an untrained work force constantly fluctuating in size and experience

creating situations not conducive to either good road building or maintenance.

This effort resulted in barely adequate roads, most being impassable during

periods of heavy snow fall or spring thaw. With Montana's severe winters this
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amounted to a good part of the year. The roads, lacking in proper design,

functioned as runoff ditches for excess moisture from any source. Heavy rains

often resulted in devastating damage to the roads, bridges and crossings alike

(Wohlgenant 1953, Norris 1967), often isolating communities and individuals

for long periods of time.

The Third Legislative Session of 1893 passed a new law allowing once again for

the construction and maintenance of toll roads and bridges. This action was

intended to stimulate road construction but resulted in little or no additional

effect. The lack of response to this legislation was probably in part related to the

depressed economy at the time (Wohlgenant Jr. 1953). Despite Montana's vast

territory, sparse population and virtual isolation, national influences were

gradually encroaching. The League of American Wheelmen was organized in

1880 to unite and promote the interests of cyclists in good roads. Cycle touring

became a national passion, prompting the organization of a formidable pressure

group, that advocated public road access and improvement. They also published

a Good Roads magazine that was widely circulated (U.S.D.T. 1976). The efforts

of the wheelmen brought about what came to be known as the Good Roads

Movement. To gain rural support for the movement, the group published large

numbers of pamphlets aimed at educating the farming community to the benefits

of good roads (Norris 1967). The wheelmen recognized that only through a

united effort could roads be improved and upgraded for the benefit the entire

population.

Montana too, had its bicycle enthusiasts who took part in races and touring. As

early as 1883 a bicycle tour visited Yellowstone National Park (Huppe 1988). A

unique cycling event originating in Montana involved the 25 th. U.S. Infantry

Bicycle Corps. The 23 members of the Corps made the trip from Missoula,

Montana to St. Louis, Missouri in 1897, to promote the efficiency and usefulness

of the bicycle as a reliable means of transportation. The Corps traveled 1900

miles in 40 days. (Norris 1967, Davis & Strombo 1984). These activities

however, served to underscore the difficulties of cross-country travel and poor

road conditions.

The Montana Society of Engineers formed in 1887 to promote the professional

interests of civil engineers. The organization viewed road construction as an area

of development requiring professional skills, particularly in view of the
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demanding physical environment of the state.

The Society lobbied energetically for improved road legislation including

provisions requiring qualified engineers on building projects (Hendricks 1975).

The League of American Wheelmen heartily endorsed the Society's policies aimed

at improving Montana's roads. In a speech advocating the establishment of a

state highway commission to provide for centralized planning, a Flathead County

representative commented that he hoped "the time would soon come when a

wheelman can ride across Montana without carrying his wheel a large part of the

distance" (Hendricks 1975).

It was not until 1897 that the responsibility of supervision over road and bridge

work was placed on a county surveyor (Hendricks 1975). While this represented a

step forward it was not adequate to meet engineering standards. Unfortunately

the efforts of the Montana Society of Engineers were largely ignored.

Discouraged, they abandoned the Good Roads Movement (Hendricks 1975).

Even though the organization of the League of Wheelmen was destined to last for

only a few short years, the Good Roads Movement endured, exerting a profound

influence on road building nation wide during the early 20th. century (Hill

1967).

The Office of Public Road Inquiry (ORI), established by the federal government

in 1893 as a partial outgrowth of the Good Roads Movement, operated at a

national level. In its limited capacity as an advisor, the office represented the

reinvolvement of the federal government in road building for the first time since

the fluorescence of the railroad system (Norris 1967).

One of the first projects taken on by ORI was to assimilate information and

produce a map of all macadamized and graveled roads in the U.S. From this

information national average haul market distances were determined. In the far

west the average distance a farmer traveled to market was 23.3 miles as opposed

to 6.4 miles in the east (U.S.D.T. 1976). These figures emphasize the difficulties

of sparse population and vast spaces encountered in the west.

Essential to any healthy political landscape is an efficient network of county and

rural roads. This is a often overlooked aspect of the farm to market road, which

could more accurately be termed the farm to county courthouse road. These

roads are essential for the payment of taxes, voting and for socially integrating

activities such as attending church (Jackson 1952).
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The gasoline auto made its initial appearance in the United States in 1893, At

first the automobile was viewed only as a diversion for the few, but the more

practical aspects soon became apparent. By 1900 there were 8000 automobiles

registered nationwide. These numbers continued to escalate until by 1915 there

were 2,491,000 automobiles on the nation's roads. From the beginning,

automobile owners were active proponents of the Good Roads Movement

(Wohlgenat Jr. 1953). The needs of the motoring public were about to make a

national impact. In 1893 an experimental federal program designed to provide

free delivery of rural mail also introduced road funding incentives. Montana was

not in a position to benefit from the program and by 1901 still had no cfualifying

routes, and had applied for only five statewide (Norris 1967, ILS.D.T. 1976).

This initial rural mail delivery program actually had less to do with good roads

than a national interest in ending rum! political and social isolation. The

improved and maintained rural roads were seen as a secondary benefit.

The Montana legislature continued to

struggle with the legal and political

aspects of formulating an effective

road building program. The original

road building constraints, including

lack of funding, dispersed population,

rugged terrain and severe climate

seemed minor in contrast to the

political considerations. At the

prompting of Governor J.K.Toole, a

law was formulated and passed in

1901. This legislation provided for a

uniform road system throughout the

state. Counties however were still responsible for administering the program.

The law was filled with inconsistencies and proved to be almost impossible to

administer. A simplified version designed to correct the problems was passed in

1903. This version too, left road administration to the counties (Wohlgenant Jr.

1954).

During the next few years a series of revisions and improvements ensued.

Realization that program coordination and administration must become state
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responsibility was becoming

increasingly evident. Still the

legislature was reluctant to

abandon the old system. The

Main Highways Act, passed in

1909, was designed to improve

statewide transportation, but

failed to remove the

administrative responsibility

from the individual counties.

The terms of this act required

that counties build connecting highways from each county seat. Counties and

local residents were responsible for funding the project (Wohlgenant Jr. 1954).

The road system across the state continued to expand and improve in spite of all

the difficulties. By 1909 the state was reported to have 23,319 miles of road

(Wohlgenant Jr. 1954). Just how the Department of Agriculture, Labor and

Industry calculated these miles is unclear, since the period between 1900 and

1910 represented a time of rapid expansion and change for the state. Free land

was becoming a thing of the past. Farmers and ranchers nearly doubled in

numbers during this time. They were understandably busy promoting their own

financial interests and delineating ownership boundaries. Roads were plowed up,

fenced off and used as, or crossed by irrigation ditches at the farmers whim, and

much to the frustration of the traveler (Norris 1967). The county system of road

construction simply could not keep pace with the need for increased state

settlement and commerce.
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Chapter 2

THE STATE HIGHWAY PROGRAM

Montana convened a Good Roads Congress during the years of 1910, 1911, and

1912. Inspired by national trends they attempted to establish an active and

progressive state agenda. The resolution passed by this congress embraced a

number of farsighted concepts. They proposed that the state should embark on a

project to fund and complete a system of statewide highways. To carry this

program one step further, they proposed that the federal government aid and

assist in developing a nationwide system of connecting roads (Wohlgenant Jr.

1954). This action essentially provided the groundwork for Governor No iris to

appoint the committee that led eventually to the establishment of the State

Highway Commission and finally the State Highway Department.

The modern history of roads in Montana started during the administration of

Governor Norris. The governor appointed a Good Roads Commission in 1912.

The purpose of the commission was to arrive at a number of proposals and

recommendations on which to base future directions of the state highway system.

These suggestions were presented to the Thirteenth Legislative Assembly in the

form of a bill and approved the following year (Wohlgenant Jr. 1953), creating

the first State Highway Commission.

Provisions of the bill required the appointment of three members who were to

serve primarily in an advisory capacity. The Commission members were to

include the Professor of Civil Engineering at Montana State College, the State

Engineer, and a Civil Engineer. All were gubernatorial appointees.

One of the first official tasks by the Commission was to adopt a standard form

for maps. Each county using this form compiled a uniform system of road maps.

This information was then used to generate a state map and to identify and

establish the first state highway system. Roads were divided by the degree of

importance into the primary system or the secondary system. System designation

also determined construction and maintenance priorities (Montana State

Highway Department 1943). Roads improved or built under this system were

considered state roads. The first complete standard road map of the state was

published one year later (Figure 2).

The Commission, in addition to supervising construction and maintenance, was to
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advise the county road commissioners. Bids for road work were still let by the

County Commissioners, who where responsible for providing detailed annual

reports to the State Highway Commission. The Highway Commissioners were in

turn responsible for a biennial report to the Governor (M.S.H.D. 1943).

The first biennial report to the Governor recommended the duties and authority

of the commission be made more specific. The counties remained involved in a

road development system that provided for the greatest amount of milage at the

least expense. As a result, roads built were of poor standard and required

constant maintenance, ultimately increasing the total expenditures on improved

roads. The appointment of the new Commission made little substantive change in

the conduct of road construction (Wohlengant 1953), since as advisors the

commissioners possessed no real power and could do little to initiate or enforce

change.

Within one year the Commission issued it's first two information pamphlets to all

Road Supervisors, County Commissioners and the County Surveyors. One of the

publications discussed the use of the road drag, a piece of equipment designed

for construction and maintenance. The other pamphlet dealt with the actual

construction of earth roads and associated drainage problems. Subsequently,

bulletins of regional interest were issued periodically. This initial effort to

disseminate current information set in motion the eventual establishment of

uniform standards for a statewide road construction program (M.S.H.D. 1943).

The Thirteenth Legislative Assembly also passed an act requiring the registration

of motor vehicles (M.S.H.D. 1943). At the time there were only about 6000

vehicles statewide. Vehicle owners were assigned numbers, and the responsibility

of making their own individual license plate for display. Regulations stipulated

that the placard be 12 inches long and four inches deep, black numbers on a

white background. The placard was to be attached to the vehicle so it would not

swing (Paladin 1968). Many of the early vehicle owners apparently ignored the

specifications and came up with their own innovations. The earliest license plates

at the Montana State Historical Society show a great deal of individual variation.

The finest example is made of black tooled leather with attached bronze numbers.

Years later a system of assigning the counties a prefix number to appear on the

license plate was initiated. This number was thought to be based on the county

census of 1933, however there are many inconsistencies. Documentation of the
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county numbering system is scanty and is thought to represent, in part, political

clout at the time of origin. Whatever the origins the state representatives have

vigorously resisted changing the system (Verdon 1981).

Interestingly enough a law providing for motor vehicle speed limits was passed

even earlier, in 1905. There were only 120 vehicles in the state at the time

(Montana State Highway Commissioners 1960), however the group constituted a

highly visible minority, terrifying livestock and pedestrians alike. Contributing to

the traffic problem was the emphasis placed on speed rather than the utility of

the vehicle, by both designers and drivers of the automobile. Drivers were

inexperienced, driving conditions challenging and mechanical problems frequent.

All contributed to a high accident rate (Norris 1967).

The automobile was not the only motorized vehicle contributing to congestion on

the roads and streets. Motorcycles gained rapidly in popularity once they became

available, and tractors were becoming part of the farm scene. Tractors frequently

served as utility vehicles hauling goods to and from marketing centers. Numbers

of automobiles in the state increased at an amazing rate. By 1916 Montana had

the equivalent of one vehicle for every eighteen people (Norris 1967). According to

Norris (1967), an unanticipated benefit of early automobile travel came from

people getting out to actually see and experience how bad the roads were, thereby

increasing the pressure for improvement.

Road builders everywhere were unprepared for the amount of damage the

automobile inflicted on macadam and gravel roads. The construction of

macadam roads, considered state of the art for premotorized travelways, was

accomplished by covering the road bed with a layer of crushed gravel. The gravel

layer was rolled and compacted through the use of heavy equipment. Layers of

finer materials were applied and compressed into the gravels. The application of

water was often used to set the road bed (Hewes I 1942 I, Rose 1976). Road

damage was related to the high rate of speed at which automobiles traveled

displacing the surface materials of the road. Fine particles were blown away

allowing for the penetration of water to the subgrade and the subsequent breakup

of the roadbed. The initial reaction nationally, was to attempt to bar motorized

vehicles from the roads. Others felt it was fortunate that the automobile made

its appearance when it did. Costs for rebuilding an existing road system would

have soared dramatically if the automobile had come any later (U.S.D.T. 1976).
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As it was, road building methods had to change quickly to meet this new

challenge.

Turn of the century road engineering focused primarily on providing roads for

traditional horse drawn modes of travel and had considerations understandably

quite different from roads constructed even a few years later. The construction of

common or public roads required modern engineering to consider carefully the

cost of construction, maintenance and the operation of vehicles, as well as the

amount of traffic. A road width of 16 feet was the common minimum. Engineers

were cautioned to consider carefully the additional expense generated by both

construction and maintenance when roads were arbitrarily widened beyond the 16

foot width (Allen 1891).

One of the major obstacles faced by the first Montana Highway Commission was

the lack of operating funds. Without adequate finances they were unable to

establish and co-operate in a broad based statewide road construction program.

The limited available funding was channeled into an experimental program in

cooperation with the state prison system, for the use of a prison work force.

During 1914 the prison labor force constructed four miles of road in Park county,

12 miles in Sanders county and 27 miles in Flathead county for a total of 43

miles. Even though the conditions were considered experimental, the end product

was described as good surfaced road (M.S.H.D. 1943).

The state used convict labor on a variety of projects beginning as early as 1910.

The prison work force was selected from a group of about 600 men incarcerated

in the Deer Lodge prison. Only about one third of the men were considered fit

for road work and they were termed honor men. These men were available to the

counties on the condition that the counties pick up the expenses for hiring

guards, providing transportation and lodging as well as supplying road building

equipment. The state furnished the men and 50 cents a day for meals (Huppe

1988).

Convict labor was viewed by some as the solution to limited funding. The

healthful and rehabilitative benefits of hard labor for the men as opposed to

prison shop work, or idle time, formed part of the prevailing rationalization for

the program. A federal government study concerning the use of convict labor

prepared during this time, found prisoners were most effectively used for very

heavy projects rather than lighter work such as maintenance (Norris 1967). An
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obvious advantage of physically demanding work was that the group couid often

be consolidated into smaller areas such as a quarry, and therefore easier to

guard. Ultimately the cost of the program in Montana proved to be higher than

in other regions of the United States. The cost amounted to about one doilar a

day in Montana as compared to states such as Alabama where the amount

dropped to only 45 - 65 cents per day.

By 1916 the Montana Highway Commission had independently reached the

conclusion that this labor force was of limited usefulness. The Commission placed

a 125 mile limit from the prison to the project location for the transportation of

prisoners. The state too, found prisoners best suited for difficult tasks. Toward

the end of 1916 prisoners were involved in the construction of a road in

Beaverhead County through the rugged terrain between Divide and Wisdom

(Norris 1967). The use of convict labor for road construction in Montana was

essentially over, even though they had constructed an impressive number of good

road miles.

Coming to terms with the cost and commitment required for a viable road

program remained a major concern. Many of the farmers at first refused to

accept the automobile and balked at paying most of the cost for public roads.

The poll tax was finally recognized as ineffective and considered a wasted effort

(Norris 1967).

To supplement to the state vehicle license as a revenue generating source cost

saving measures were encouraged. The legislature approved an act designating a

day to be known as Good Roads Day, at which time the people of the state were

requested to contribute labor, materials or money toward the improvement of

public highways in their respective communities (Laws of Montan a 1915).

During the same year the State Board of Land Commissioners of the State of

Montana were authorized and directed to permit and allow counties, subdivisions

or road districts to remove and use from public lands (state) without payment or

charge all timber, stone, dirt and gravel necessary for construction or

maintenance of any public highways within the state (Laws of Montana 1915).

Special interest groups were also at work promoting and funding better roads.

The advent of the automobile made dramatic changes not only in the way roads

were being used but in the purpose of travel. Bicycles were rapidly replaced by

automobiles as the favored touring vehicle. Automobile owners like the cyclists
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before them found organization the most effective means of promoting their

interests, which at this time focused primarily on constructing and improving

roads. Associations were formed to promote improvement of certain roads or

portions of roads most of which were given names (Murray 1984). On the first

state highway map all nine major roads entering the state are designated by trail

name. Most of the trail association members, had a vested interest in road

improvement, ultimately benefiting financially from the effort. Commerce grew as

travel conditions improved.

One of the first special interest groups formed the Yellowstone Trail Association.

Initially the Minnesota Automobile Association sponsored a small automobile

caravan to travel west from St. Paul in 1911. Their mission was to scout a

practical travel route from the midwest to Yellowstone Park. The difficulties of

the trip were substantial in spite of community efforts along the way to improve

the route and welcome the group. The automobiles and the trail blazers both

returned home by train (Haines 1977 I, Huppe 1988). The Yellowstone Trail

Association working with the information gathered on the initial trip set out to

promote, improve and mark the roads. Members were recruited all along the

route and special Trail days were designated when entire communities amounting

to thousands of volunteers turned out to work on the road. A special logo

consisting of a yellow circle and a black arrow served as trail markers (Haines

1977 II, Huppe 1988, Murry 1987). In Montana old U.S. Highway 10 and the

Northern Pacific Railroad paralleled much of the original trail. U.S. Highway 10

has since been almost entirely replaced by Interstate 90. In the western part of

the state the trail followed the Mullen Road route across the mountains, again to

be replaced by Highway 10 and finally Interstate 90. From Livingston to

Yellowstone park at Gardner, most of the trail was built along and over the

Yankee Jim toll road.

Prison labor accounted for much of the work through the canyon, including the

extensive rock work that is still visible along abandoned portions of the road.

Construction costs for this segment of the trail due to the nature of the terrain

were the highest incurred along the entire eastern portion of the road (Huppe

1988).

The Yellowstone Trail eventually extended from coast to coast forming one of the

largest cooperative road building efforts of the times. Special interest groups did
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much to promote highway travel and road improvement on both a local and

regional scale. These associations were not, however, a substitute for state

planning and organization.

In 1915 the Fourteenth Legislature amended the road laws to include bridges by

requiring standard plans and specifications for any structure built or repaired at

a cost exceeding $500. The Commission first researched procedures followed by

other states before establishing a State Bridge Department. A structural engineer

was hired to furnish the counties with plans and specifications for bridge

construction. Design specifications were adapted to meet the problems associated

with bridge construction in Montana. The Department supervised contractors

during actual construction to ensure the quality of work and payment was

withheld pending final inspection of the completed structure (M.S.H.D. 1943).

On a national level the federal government was becoming actively involved with

state highway programs through financial assistance. The Federal Aid Road Act

passed in 1917 authorized the expenditure of 75 million dollars over a five year

period for state highway programs. Montana's appropriation under this law

amounted to the sum of $ 1,500,000, to be divided over a period of five years.

Provisions of the Act stipulated that states match the amount on a 50 - 50 basis,

with all funding expended only through the State Highway Department.

The Department's responsibilities under this Act, included making all road

surveys and plans. Construction specifications and supervision were also

Department obligations, subject to approval by the Bureau of Public Roads. The

BPR subsequently established an office in Helena to coordinate activities with the

state program (M.S.H.D. 1943, Wolgenant Jr. 1953, Highways Green Book 1921).

The prospects of a reliable and significant source of highway funding provided

the impetus required to implement change in the highway program at the state

level. The 1917 Montana Legislative Assembly revised the existing Highway

Commission to meet the increasing responsibilities and demands for developing a

viable highway program while complying with federal requirements.

Reorganization was accomplished specifically for the purpose of initiating a

uniform system for construction and improvement of the main highways of the

state and to secure the federal aid benefits (M.S.H.D. 1943). The number of

appointed commissioners increased to 12, each representing a district. Districts

were derived by grouping a number of the 41 established counties together for
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administrative purposes. The appointees were unpaid and received compensation

only to cover expenses.

The Commission was required by law to elect an Executive Committee of three,

one of whom was designated president of the Commission. The business of the

Commission including establishing regulations and letting contracts. These

responsibilities became those of the Committee, they were assisted in the conduct

of fleldwork by a Highway Engineer and the Bridge Engineer. It was not until

1921 that a salaried chairman of the Commission was appointed for a four year

term, to serve with a three man committee (M.S.H.D. 1943, Wolgenant Jr 1953).

Once again the flaws in the system became immediately apparent and a series of

revisions were initiated to compensate and improve the system. A major problem

in the organization involved the lack of centralized authority. This oversight

created confusion and seriously affected the decision making process.

Through the slow steady process of evolution and growth the State Highway

Department gradually emerged as an effective agency responsible for a statewide

program of building and maintenance (For a detailed account of the progress

year by year - see the History of the Montana State Highway Department 1913 -

1942).

The work of the Department was divided into divisions based on the growing

responsibilities of the agency. The list of activities grew from Bridge and

Engineering to include material testing, equipment maintenance, clerical and

accounting. District offices were established and maintained to minimize the

amount of travel and to maintain closer relationships with local government

officials (M.S.H.D. 1943).

As late as the 1920's all of the state's limited operating funds came from a share

of the motor vehicle license fees. The inadequacy of the funding system is

apparent from calculations of expenditures prior to the acquisition of federal

funds. The average state expenditure on roads and bridges in the four years

before federal funding became available amounted to a total of less than $57 for

each mile of public road (M.S.H.D. 1943).

Originally, funding for the road programs was almost entirely derived from

county tax levies. Matching funds required from the state to obtain federal

assistance depended on county bond issues to finance the program. The state as

a whole paid no part of the bill. The absence of a consistent source of state
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funding seriously restricted the development of the road building program.

Federal aid soon accounted for most of the road improvements statewide, and as

the financial dependance grew so did the need for revenue generating mechanisms

to meet matching fund obligations. The gasoline tax was initiated to fill the gap,

but unfortunately went first into a general fund for reapportionment to the State

v.'^iiway Fund. This remr> .^4 uudmmged until 1926 when a Mil passed in the

general election provided for the gas tax to go directly to the State Highway Fund

to provide for matching federal funds. Direct funding proved to be a turning

point in the maturity and effectiveness of the state highway construction program.

The constant factors motivating the progress of state road networks are

essentially two fold: social and economic. Within this framework actual

justification for the construction of the roads constantly shifted to adjust to

changing social views and economic needs. Demands by cyclists for access and

better roads, primarily for touring and pleasure, later became a reform movement

aimed at improving the quality of rural life by connecting them to mainstream

America. Eventually the emphasis shifted to a demand for federal assistance,

followed by the need to serve the commercial interests of the automobile, which

replaced previous concerns (Seeley 1987).

National issues reflected in the development of highway systems closely paralleled

the attitudes and concerns evident in Montana. The state program benefitted and

developed in response to these national concerns which were readily translatable

into regional and local issues.

Montana with its sparse population and vast distances sought ways of increasing

interest in the state to boost both the economy and to entice people to come and

stay. The three tiered economic base, comprised primarily of agriculture, along

with industries such as logging and mining, and finally tourism all depended on

effective transportation systems. While agriculture, mining and lumber were the

backbone of Montana economy (Montana Department of Agriculture 1909),

tourism also ranked high in importance. The efforts to bring visitors to the state

to spend money and share the wonders of the west prompted the greatest efforts

to improve the highways, publicize the routes and provide amenities for the

traveler. State automobile clubs initiated road improvements to open up the

parks and other scenic areas for their own enjoyment as well as the out-of-state

visitor.
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The road from Kalispell to Glacier National Park was built partially from money

raised by the Flathead Auto Club (Norris 1967). Other auto clubs state wide,

were actively involved in similar projects. The most important undertaking of

this kind involved the 320 mile stretch of road between Yellowstone National

Park and Glacier National Park. The route along the east slope of the Rockies

became known as the Park-to-Park road. Development of the road was

enthusiastically accepted by communities along the way, particularly since one of

the major objectives was to provide a good all weather road (Norris 1967). Even

though the Park-to-Park highway was not completed until after federal funding

became available, it serves as a prime example of private promotion. The

majority of the active boosters were business men hoping to increase commerce

along with travel (Huppe 1988). The road eventually became part of a long loop

through the western states linking major national parks along what was

promoted as the Great Parks National Automobile highway.

A great deal of effort was expended on assisting the tourist and providing up-to-

date road information. The first official edition of the Theodore Roosevelt

International Highway guide provided a general road log based on the conditions

of the summer of 1921. This highway crossed the state from east to west

generally along the old Glacier Park - St. Paul Trail route. H.B.Tyson, Field

Secretary, Montana Division, says in part, "The tourist must not start across

Montana expecting normal highway conditions. 750 miles is a long, long trail and

due allowance must be made for developing conditions as they are found today."

(p. 5). Again the brochure warns the tourist, "It is the earnest wish of this

association that you be treated fairly, in return we ask your patience and

forbearance regarding road conditions. 750 miles of highway across this great,

new empire is a mammoth undertaking just in its infancy." (p. 3). The actual

road log lists most of the route as improved dirt road, generally good, with some

sections of graded and graveled federal and state aid roads. The traveler is

finally reminded of the magnificent distances of the "long, long trail," out where

the west begins (Tyson 1921).

A travelers account of crossing the route a few years later describes the

magnificent scenery and the historic significance of the route, then mentions only

in passing that his vehicle had to be shipped by rail across the 57 mile gap in the

road through Glacier Park (Farris 1931). Not all travelers were as forgiving,
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Hoffman Birney in his travelogue Roads to Roam , describes his trip in the

southern part of the state about the same time, by saying, "The roads of Montana

are, I believe, the poorest of any state in the Union. Even the glorious scenery of

the Rockies can't entirely make up for the ruts, chug-holes, mud and detours - to

say nothing of broken springs or stone-bruised tires." (Birney 1930 p.162).

Most of the early roads were poorly marked. Existing signs were often

maintained by local civic groups if at all. Even the most intrepid traveler would

have been foolish to venture into unknown territory without a travel guide, or

given the detail of some of the guides, a navigator immune to motion sickness.

Consider the trip through Butte - "69.8 Up 12 per cent to foot of Excelsior

Avenue, Butte. 70.0 Sound horn at crossings, stop with curb on the right only."

(Poole 1957 B.). Reading a guide book while maneuvering a vehicle through an

unfamiliar city up a steep grade may account in part for the high accident rate.

Good advice in the guide included the location of garages where both gasoline

and repairs could be found. The percentage of grades was also important to

note, both in terms of brakes and horsepower, often in the literal sense. The

grade up Thompson Pass west of Thompson Falls was described as "Thirtyfive per

cent up, practically impossible for autos without horses." (Poole 1957 B.).

Strategically located garages and tourist facilities did land office business. The

Camels Hump portion of the old Mullan Road through the mountains was one

such location. Model T's burned out the low gear going up, and the brakes

coming down. It was the replacing of springs, however, that really provided

financial security for the local mechanic (Davis 1985).

The Montana Highway Department, as it tackled the enormous and never ending

job of constructing, repairing and maintaining the highway system, retained a

sensitivity to the out-of-state visitor. This concern is most evident in the

messages on the old highway maps that were highly promotional of Montana's

scenic wonders. The road map published in 1934 states, "Tell other tourists

about Montana's roads. They may have visited here a few years ago - before our

highway program was as far advanced." The same map boasts 2500 miles of oiled

or paved highways (State Highway Commission 1934). The highway program

could indeed point to significant gains. The improvements were substantial when

compared to the preexisting roadways.

Most of the older roads followed the contours of the terrain and little was done to
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adjust the grades or to provide a sound road- bed sloped for drainage. The

slightest amount of moisture rendered the roads nearly impassible. The Green

Trail from Glendive to Jordan, a distance of approximately 250 miles, was typical

of many early roads. The route was marked by green paint on the fence posts at

regular intervals to keep the traveler on the right track. In 1917 a portion of the

road was improved by grading and removing the top of the existing roadway

through the use of horse drawn equipment. The road was used until it was

eventually replaced by Highway 200 (Berry 1975).

A common (and bad) practice associated with country road building was to

plough up the grassy sides of the roads and deposit the material in the center of

the road, aggravating problems of drainage and slope (Allen 1891). Unless the

road ditches were designed to be well drained they were likely to become choked

with brush and unwanted vegetation while holding moisture and contributing to

the degradation of the roadbed (Allen 1891).

Road design flaws were often as basic as circumventing private land that might

provide a more reasonable route. The Legislative Assembly of 1921 gave the

State Highway Commission the authority to acquire lands necessary for state

highways. This act led to the eventual establishment in 1927 of the Right-of-Way

Division. The sole function of the Division was to acquire land for highway

projects. Prior to the establishment of the Division, land acquisition was

primarily the function of the districts and was often performed haphazardly and

occasionally overlooked (M.S.H.D. 1943).

The Road Construction Department came into existence originally through the

purchase of seven teams of horses and the necessary harnesses and equipment for
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use by convict labor on the Bozeman Hill road in 1914. Construction by the

Department prior to the availability of federal aid was limited with few miles of

actual construction completed, and most of that through convict labor (M.S.H.D.

1943).

Construction equipment consisted primarily of horse drawn earthmoving

equipment known as a Fresno. A four horse fresno was capable of moving

approximately two yards of dirt at a time, and was considered a good piece of

equipment (Morrison OH 1136). Trucks for hauling gravel, along with motorized

construction equipment, gradually began to replace the horse drawn equipment

after the 1920's.

A significant advancement in state road construction occurred in 1916 when

traffic volumes in Butte rendered the earth roads impossible to maintain. The

first contract was let by Silver Bow County to construct two miles of bitumen -

bound macadam road. The road was 35 ft. wide and covered with a four-inch

wearing surface. The cost amounted to $5,600 per mile. The experiment was

apparently a success as the road was still in use in 1943 (M.S.H.D. 1943).

Silver Bow County's interest in road development can in part be linked to the

highly productive copper mining in Butte. Fortunes were being made and county

population was high as reflected by the 5004 registered vehicles in the county by

1922. Of the total, 166 vehicles were Cadillacs, 122 more than in Yellowstone

County which had the next highest number of Cadillacs (Montana Highway News

1922 I.)

From its inception, the State Highway Commission, (and later the State Highway

Department) was concerned with the establishment of uniform standards for road

design and construction. The construction department provided contractors

with standards and design specifications. Early contracts called for "a 22 foot

roadway surfaced with a 16-foot trench section of screened gravel 7 inches thick."

(M.S.H.D. 1943). This construction specification met the national standards of

the day. The 22-foot roadway allowed for two 10-foot driving lanes and a 2-foot

shoulder on either side. The road width standards continued to change,

increasing on the average two feet to the total width approximately every five

years, until the 1940's, by which time standard widths for a two-lane road

reached 24 feet (Hewes & Ogleby 1950).

The twenty-eight degree curves through the mountains were realigned to a
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moderate seven degrees. Engineering surveys were accomplished by shooting in a

line of sight (Morrison OH 1136). Eighteen Mile Hill on the Yellowstone Trail

near Butte was reconstructed to eliminate one of the most treacherous grades in

the state. The grade which started out at about six percent increased rapidly to

between 18 and 20 percent. The steepness of the grade often caught unsuspecting

motorists in a situation where they were no longer able to slow their vehicles.

Reconstruction reduced the grade to a maximum of five feet in 100 feet and

alleviated a serious hazard (Montana Highway News 1922).

The problem with most of the early design specifications lay not so much in the

specifications themselves or the roads, as in the rapidly changing type and

volume of traffic, that often rendered improvements obsolete before completion.

The improvements, specifically widening and applying a gravel base, were of

necessity considered only temporary once this became apparent. Even so these

roads with reduced grades, improved drainage and widened surface were a great

improvement over the original roads. A state Maintenance Department was

created in 1921, in part to comply with the Federal Road Act. Funding for

maintenance of the federally improved roads was left to the counties who were

offered only supervision by the state the first year. The next year a program of

maintenance was initiated that shared 50 percent of the cost with the counties.

Under this plan the 1922 maintenance budget amounted to $60,000 appropriated
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by the state to cover 583 miles in 31 counties. The counties matched this funding

for a total of $120,000.

A patrol system was established with each of the patrolmen designated a stretch

of road for which he was responsible. For maintenance work he was assigned the

use of a horse drawn drag or grader, state of the art equipment for gravel or

unsurfaced roads at that time. Road maintenance generally lasted through the

summer and up to November 1 (M.S.H.D. 1943). William Barthomew of

Helmville (OH 472) worked a six horse team and grader for county highway

maintenance for two years. He described the road conditions as terrible gumbo

when wet, and generally impassible until the end of May each year. He spent the

summer months driving the team and equipment over his section of roads. When

the horses were replaced by cats and graders the nature of the work changed.

During the summer the gravel often became so compact that the equipment just

bounced over the ruts with very little improvement to the surface. To be most

effective the roads had to be graded following a light rain (Olpalka OH 724).

Rock removal was done by hand.

Apparently travelers too, assisted in maintenance, or at least developed some

functional caution signs. Morrison tells of the fence post system. A fence post

sticking up in the middle of the road identified a significant hazard such as a

deep hole. Drivers knew to slow down and avoid these areas (Morrison OH 1136).
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Gradually maintenance assumed a larger role, culminating in the action of the

Twentieth Legislative Assembly in 1927, giving the state the entire maintenance

burden. The state was forced to make major purchases of equipment to meet this

obligation. Until such time as the state could acquire equipment and personnel

to perform maintenance on all of the federal aid roads, agreements were reached

with the Bureau of Public Roads and the various counties to assist on a cost

reimbursable basis (M.S.H.D. 1943).

The first oiling of roads started in 1921 with a stretch of road between Butte and

Anaconda. Initially oiling involved the application of natural crude oil that was

not refined in any way (M.S.H.D . 1943). The first Helena maintenance

supervisor, Ed Vollmer (OH 455), describes the oiling as a multiple step process.

First the roadbed was prepared, then sprayed with penetration asphalt. A layer

of gravel was applied over the oil, then covered by a second application of oil and

gravel. This was allowed to cure for five or six days, then swept clean of loose

gravel. The finished surface was suitable only for secondary routes, as it was not

as durable under heavy traffic conditions as the bituminous surface. The

bituminous mix was prepared in place by mixing hot asphalt and gravel. The

mixture was then applied in a two inch thick coat to the road. About one mile of

asphalt could be laid in a day, with double shifts working.

Along with road repair and maintenance, the highway department initiated a

uniform signing program coordinated with other states for the travelers

convenience. Marked and improved roads made the old travel guides obsolete,

but tour guides that were essentially promotional, were published for all major

scenic routes.

Travelogues such as Headin' for the Hills , a conversational account of highways,

and the scenic wonders statewide were published by the Highway Department

(Fletcher 1937) for free distribution. Advertizing by the Highway Department for

the purpose of tourism was sanctioned by state law in 1947, although not always

assisted by funding (Wohgen ant Jr. 1954).

Winter in Montana can be long and protracted. Snowfall in the mountains varies

from 150 inches to 400 inches in some areas, with varying lesser amounts across

the state. Highways within the state cross the Continental Divide at eight

different locations. Snow removal was not initially considered part of road

maintenance, the roads were used only as long as they remained seasonally open.
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Restricted travel and winter isolation were common in areas of heavy snowfall.

Increasing public demand for all weather travel routes and the additions to

constructed milage statewide prompted the acquisition of snow removal

equipment and installation of snow fences starting in 1927. Again, due to budget

constraints, equipment was acquired as funding became available. By 1930 the

state owned five rotary snow plows (M.S.H.D. 1943). There are four types of

rotary plows, each adapted to different type and depth of snow fall. Rotary

machines of the fourth class were designed for areas of heavy snow fall varying

from two to nine feet, such as in high mountain passes (Rose 1976).

Initially snow removal followed after a storm had passed. Roads cleared for

traffic were primarily in and around the urban areas where the equipment was

housed. The move to place men and equipment in more strategic locations

started with the completion in 1935, of the first section house on MacDonald Pass

between Helena and Missoula. The move to decentralize snow removal and road

sanding equipment enabled the maintenance work to start while the storm was

still in progress. The first snow plows operated at the county level had no heat in

the cab, requiring the operator to dress accordingly. To keep the winter

maintenance equipment operating, Bartholemew (OH 472) poured kerosine in the

radiators to keep them from freezing. Even with this precaution they had to stop

on occasion and build fires under the motors to keep them running. In his mind
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snow plowing and winter maintenance was just throwing money away.

In addition to snow removal, snow fences were installed to prevent blowing and

drifting, ultimately a more economical approach where practical (M.S.H.D.

1943). Bartholemew tells of winter snow drifts near Helmville that reduced the

height of telephone lines to knee level (OH 472). Extreme drifting is not

uncommon under certain conditions. In a number of locations plantings of trees

and shrubs were made to serve as wind breaks (Berggran 1940). This solution

provides a natural low maintenance setting.

Safety for the motorist was always a factor in road engineering and design.

Reducing curves and slopes, increasing line of sight, installation of uniform signs,

striping of the roads and maintenance of hazard free driving lanes all constitute

part of an ongoing concern for accident free travel.

Accident records after 1935 were maintained by law enforcement officials.

Formal use of these records to determine design or reconstruction priorities by

identifying accident clusters, was not routine until the installation of a statewide

computerized system in 1972.

The American Legion initiated and

sponsored a program statewide, designed to

promote highway safety. The idea was to

place a small metal white cross at the

location of each highway fatality as a

reminder to other travelers. The Highway

Commission approved the program in 1953,

provided the district maintenance engineers

designated the locations of the markers.

These markers, due to federal regulations,

were never placed along the interstates. The

program is still permitted and active in some

counties, but gradually the markers are being relocated farther from the edge of

the road.

Some families have maintained the crosses as memorials, planting flowers at the

location or covering them with artificial wreaths. The crosses with or without

flowers, draw the attention of the traveler. In many cases they not only provide a

caution reminder, found clustered, they make a profound social statement (Least
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Heat Moon 1982). Ultimately, the markers serve as a graphic reminder that

highway safety depends on the driver.
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Chapter 3

FEDERAL FUNDING

The history of state roads cannot be viewed in perspective without examining the

influence and contribution to the system by federal agencies and funding

appropriations. In Montana major population centers are widely dispersed and

the population sparse. Approximately one third of the state is made up of public

land and Indian reservations so federal funding plays a particularly prominent

role.

A document prepared by the Secretary of the Governor's Interim Committee on

Highway Financing in 1951, found that federal aid during that era provided 57

percent of the funds spent on the federal aid system. In spite of this assistance,

Montanans spent 38 percent more per mile than the national average (Taylor

1951) on highway construction and maintenance.

The federal government's role in the development of transportation systems is

often viewed as a relatively recent source of funding provided to assist and

stimulate state highway programs. This aspect of the federal program is perhaps

the most apparent, but the national agenda fulfills a more comprehensive role.

Through the assistance to the development of transportation systems the federal

government has initiated social change, influenced migration to and settlement of

remote areas and provided for the national defense.

National interests prevailed in opening up the west, promoting the westward

migration and maintaining the peace. All of these activities were associated with

and keyed to discovering, promoting and maintaining linking transportation

routes for the national interest and in providing defense for the early settlers. The

earliest form of federal aid was provided by the military, who at times were

involved in road construction, but more often by their presence maintained the

peace along established travel routes.

Montana, with its remote but strategic location, mineral wealth, and abundant

natural resources was an early beneficiary of this federal involvement. Numerous

military forts strategically located along major trail routes served to deter Indian

aggression against travelers. The construction of several prominent military

roads, most notably the Mullan Road, were completed during the early days of

Montana's history.
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Non military federal involvement with the state road systems started before the

turn of the century, during the times of the Good Roads Movement with the

establishment of the Office of Road Inquiry (ORI). The Office operated within

the Department of Agriculture and its main function was to investigate and

disseminate information concerning roads. An important ORI project in 1874 was

the production of a Good Roads National Map of all macadamized and gravel

roads nationwide. ORI also established experimental stations. Engineers with the

Office tested construction methods and equipment through constructing model

road sections. Actual sections of road were constructed using various methods

and materials. These test roads allowed for the study of the effects of weather

and traffic conditions over a period of time. (U.S.D.T. 1976).

In 1904 the name was changed to the Office of Public Road Inquiries. OPR
embarked on an active campaign of public education, promoting construction and

maintenance of good roads. The Office stressed the importance of well

constructed earth, sand-clay roads which could be upgraded by resurfacing at a

later date. Research and experimentation continued at an active pace and

represented a major contribution to road building state of the art. (U.S.D.T.

1976). The first attempts to provide federal funds as an incentive to road

improvements came as a direct result of the program to provide free mail

delivery. Mail delivery was contingent on the availability of improved rural

routes. With the incentive for road improvement in place, a number of funding

strategies were applied to assist the states with the costs incurred by the

program. A number of bills were introduced and considered, but it was not until

1912 that the Post Office Appropriation Act was passed. The process of actually

putting together a system of federal aid that would be equitable nationwide took

several years to accomplish (U.S.D.T. 1976).

Federal aid on a systematic basis did not become a reality until the passage of

the Federal Aid Road Act of 1916. Roads covered by the Act were expanded from

the rural mail route limitation to include star routes designated by the state.

Even though the Act was eventually to undergo a number of revisions the

regulations formulated with the bill were so well drafted they required little

change through time (U.S.D.T. 1976).

The first change required for administrative purposes at the federal level was the

merger of the Office of Public Roads and Rural Engineering. The merger,
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considering federal specifications for highway construction, was necessary,

providing the Office with the increase in expertise and manpower to administer

the program (U.S.D.T. 1976).

Funds were designed to be administered through state highway departments and

many states including Montana proceeded to upgrade and modify state agency

policies to comply with federal regulations. Funding was designed to be

distributed over a five year period to allow for planning and program

development.

The onset and duration of World War I with the subsequent diversion of funds

and manpower created problems for the program on both the state and national

level. Few miles of road were actually constructed or improved during these years

(Wohlgenat 1954).

Road work was viewed as nonessential work, partially due to the erroneous

assumption that railroads could handle the volume of goods transported to

support the war effort. Major bottlenecks occurred at the railroad terminals

bringing the movement of goods to a virtual standstill. Trucking assumed the

bulk of short haul deliveries, particularly of commodities in and out of major

urban areas. The wartime necessity requiring essential products to reach central

shipping points was the first major test of the system. The inability of the system

to cope with the volume of goods to be moved provided a graphic lesson of the

weaknesses and lack of longterm coordinated planning inherent in the existing

transportation network (U.S.D.T. 1976).

Convoys of trucks manufactured for shipment overseas, were driven cross

country, along routes designated as National Military Truck Routes, to ports for

shipment. The devastating effects of heavyweight vehicles on roads designed for

lightweight traffic soon became apparent. To keep the truck convoys on schedule,

roads across the Alleghenies had to be cleared of snow and maintained for winter

travel. The frozen roads actually withstood the effects of truck traffic better than

the regular, softer surfaces. Clearing of the roads also encouraged a large

number of private vehicles to use the roads in the winter, increasing the burden

of use on the roads, but introducing the practical prospects of winter travel

(U.S.D.T. 1976).

The country emerged from the war with a greater sense of direction and

awareness of national interdependency concerning road systems. A new urgency to
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establish effective state and national transportation routes existed at both the

state and federal level.

During the immediate postwar years several plans for highway funding and road

development were proposed on the national level, Road programs in general

however, were slow to gain momentum. Finally, in 1922 Congress passed the

Federal Highway Act which was amended 6 months later to provide for a 3 year

program with increased funding appropriations (M.S.H.D. 1943). The program,

which became known as the Seven Percent System, was to apply on a state by

state basis, involving a system of roads selected by the states and not exceeding

seven percent of the total road milage of the state (Figure 3). This percentage

was further subdivided with 3/7 to represent the primary system and the

remainder designated as the secondary system. Funding restrictions stipulated

that not more that 60 percent of the total federal appropriation could be spent on

the primary system. To qualify for federal aid the highway commissioners

proposed the following conditions: First, all federal aid projects had to be

initiated by the state. The funding distribution established to meet federal aid

requirements depended on the state providing 27 percent, and the counties

allocating the remaining 20 percent, to match the 53 percent in federal funds.

Federal aid projects were to be restricted to areas that justified the effort and

expense. Finally, gravel surfaced highways were to remain the standard of

improvement at least for the immediate future (M.S.H.D. 1943).

The Bureau of Public Roads took on the important task of final selection and

approval of the roads selected for the Seven Percent System nationwide. Road

information received from the various states was matched with indices based on

five criteria received from the Bureau of the Census. The criteria were

population, agriculture, forest, mineral and manufactured products. In most

cases the roads selected by the states matched the criteria well, requiring few

changes. The final road selection became part of the first national map of the

Federal-Aid Highway System. The system was designed to change and grow as

state needs dictated (U.S.D.T. 1976).

All requests for federal aid were channeled through the Helena office of the

Bureau of Public Roads. This office reviewed and approved all construction

plans and general correspondence relating to the federal aid system (M.S.H.D.

1943).
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The major portion of federal highway funds were channeled through state

highway programs, however, they were not the sole recipients of federal road

construction funds. To alleviate the financial difficulties that often accompanied

projects crossing unappropriated or unreserved public domain and nontaxable

Indian lands, or other federal properties other than the forest service, the Oddie-

Colton Act was approved in 1930. The Act established the policy that the federal

government should assume the responsibility for road construction on these lands

without requiring the state to make any contribution to the cost (M.S.H.D. 1943).

Funds were regularly allocated to the Forest Service and the National Park

Service in addition to the War Department, Bureau of Land Management, the

Bureau of Indian Affairs and several other agencies. Funding for these road

development programs came from the Highway Trust Fund. This fund was

established during the depression from the revenue collected through federal

transportation related taxes. The fund stipulates that the money be spent in the

region it was collected. These agencies in cooperation with the federal agency

regularly construct roads on lands under their jurisdictions (U.S.D.T. 1976). The

majority of the agency projects constructed and maintained are similar to those

generated on the county level.

These same agencies enter regularly into agreement with the state highway

department to construct and maintain highways through lands over which they

have jurisdiction. Major construction projects are negotiated on a case by case

basis on projects of common interest. In a state such as Montana where large

tracts of land are held in the public trust, and 13.58 percent of the total area of

the state excluding the National Forests, falls into this category. The additional

funding appropriated to these agencies assumes vital economic importance.

Combined with forest holdings these figures represent a substantial percentage

of the state.

In 1922, Montana ranked third in the nation as to the amounts of forest land.

National Forest holdings in the state comprise 17 percent of the total area of the

state, including much of the most rugged and inaccessible terrain. As early as

1912 Congress granted the Forest Service the authority to expend up to 10

percent of the receipts of timber sales on forest roads (Montana Highway News

1922).

Roads within the forests were divided into two classes. These were classified as
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roads of importance to the development and protection of forest resources and

those of importance to state highway transportation.

Prior to 1912 and the advent of the automobile as a serious touring vehicle, there

was little need for development of the mountain roads. Improvement of forest

recreation roads was initially promoted by the federal government. Upgrading the

roads would allow the city dweller to travel to these scenic areas and enjoy the

healthful benefits of the out-of-doors, justification for the multiple use concept

(Norris 1967).

The Bureau of Public Roads supervised all major forest construction projects,

with the state highway department responsible for designing, reviewing and

approving highway plans before construction (Montana Highway News 1922).

One of the earliest and for the times, most significant forest road projects was

U.S. Highway 2 between Troy and Libby. The Troy-Libby road constructed with

both federal and county funds was part of the Great Parks National Automobile

Highway. A few years

later the

reconstructed

U.S.Highway 2 was to

become part of the

Theodore Roosevelt

International

Highway, and the

major northern east -

west linking route.

Locally however, the

major interest was in

providing a

connecting road

between Troy and the

county seat at Libby.

This 15 mile stretch

of road took three

years to build.

Construction was along the south side of the Kootenai River where the road was
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forced to climb over 500 feet above the river canyon. Portions of the road cut

through solid rock cliffs and wound around and through treacherous talus slopes

in the vicinity of Kootenai Falls.

With funding sporadic and construction difficult and slow the Forest Service

became a major contributor to the project. In addition to funds, the Forest

Service supplied crews of men, an engineer to supervise and supplies for

construction through the most difficult section of construction. They were

assigned the betterment of the canyon portion of road, which had been quickly

constructed to reach the west side. This involved bringing the grade down from

15 percent to eight percent, widening the road were possible, adding turnouts and

guard rails for safety.

The scenic aspects of the finished 15-foot wide road were used as a means of

encouraging tourism, but it was never widely used by the local population. The

road was steep, narrow and treacherous. The locals, familiar with a history of

harrowing U.S. Highway 2 driving experiences continued to commute by train

between Troy and Libby whenever possible (Babcock, McKain and Rossillion

1990).

Part of National Park development involved the construction of roads. Prior to

the establishment of the National Park Service in 1916, road construction and

maintenance were the responsibility of the individual park superintendents. By

the 1920's, it was apparent that Park Service, Forest Service and the Bureau of

Public Roads needed to correlate their construction efforts. This resulted in the

enactment of special legislation in 1924 to provide for the authorization of road

construction within the parks. Following the legislation, a Memorandum of

Agreement was entered into by the BPR and the National Park Service. The

Agreement involved the survey and construction, as well as improvement of roads

and trails within the Park system, and in the process standardization of linking

transportation systems (U.S.D.T. 1976).

Going-To-The-Sun road across Glacier National Park represents possibly the

most spectacular park initiated road construction venture in Montana. This

cooperative effort between the Park Service and the BPR took 19 years from

planning to completion. The road is still only open seasonally. As it crosses the

6,644 foot summit of Logan Pass, the road gains 2500 feet in elevation, where

winter snow drifts reach heights of up to 60 feet.
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Surveying for 21 miles of road over the Continental Divide was a difficult task.

Reaching the sites often required a daily climb of 3000 feet. At times both men

and equipment were hung over the cliffs by ropes to obtain measurements. The

three months of survey took its toll on the crew which had an extremely high

turnover rate (Steen et al 1990).

The construction season was limited to the short summer months when the area

was snow free. Along the sheer cliff known as the China Wall, long stretches of

the road had to be blasted out of solid rock. The construction effort which

started in 1924 was slow and dangerous. At first the project area was accessible

only by packhorse, limiting the amount of equipment that could be transported

(U.S.D.T. 1976, Reese 1981). Local packers were hired to haul supplies up

slopes so steep that horses were used on a rotational bases of no more that three

weeks between rest periods. The going rates were four to five dollars a day for

the packer and one dollar a day for each horse (Opalka OH 724). Following years

of painstaking construction, using as much of the native materials as possible,

the 51 mile scenic highway was finally opened to the public in 1932.

Reconstruction started immediately on the portions of the road constructed prior

to 1925, bringing them up to standard by improving the alignment and other

design features. The reconstruction was accomplished through the use of the New

Deal funding and public works programs. Asphalt pavement was first applied to

a section of the road in 1938, but paving was not completed until 1952 (Steen et

al 1990). The road remains, in spite of the volume of seasonal traffic, a

magnificent scenic drive and impressive engineering feat with few changes from

the original.

The first federal aid contract for highway construction on the state system,

Federal Aid Project (F.A.P) 3, was awarded in 1919 for work on 2.69 miles of

road between Red Lodge and Bearcreek. The contractor was given 165 days to

widen the road to 22 feet surfaced with a 16-footwide section of screened gravel, 7

inches thick. The total cost of the project was $16,511.36.

The same year an additional 98 miles of grading contract was let to state

contractors. The following year 563 miles went out on contract under the federal

aid process (M.S.H.D. 1943).

The constraints of limited state funding restricted most of the earlier roadwork to

relocating and upgrading of existing roads. Federal funding for the first time
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provided the state with a mechanism for surveying and building new roads in an

underdeveloped areas.

The Skalkaho Road was one of the first roads constructed under this program.

The need for the road was perceived as one of great economic importance since it

would connect the thriving mining communities of Butte and Anaconda with the

farming markets of the Bitterroot Valley.

Federal Aid Project 161 provided an exciting departure from the routine for the

highway department. The project, designed to cross the mountains between

Hamilton and Phillipsburg in southwestern Montana, was 16.2 miles long.

Application for the road was made by the county to the Highway Department

along with a $100,000 dollar bond. The Highway Department in turn applied to

BPR for federal participation in the form of matching funds which were

subsequently approved.

Surveying of the new road across the mountains through virgin forest took from

May through September of 1921. A trail crew with pack horses had to clear the

route ahead of the survey team. Setting up the instruments on many of the steep

rocky slopes required special precautions and staking to hold the equipment in

place (Montana Highway News 1922).

Construction employed 70 men using 14 teams of horses. The road started at an

elevation of 4310 feet and climbed on a five percent grade to the summit at 7258

feet. The pass is higher than the Continental Divide passes, but the full effect of

the numerous switch backs is moderated by the dense timber that limits visibility.

The completed road shortened the distance between Hamilton and Butte by 95

miles. Daily maintenance before mechanization was by a two-horse grader, that

operated between the pass and Hamilton. A major maintenance consideration

was the removal of fallen rocks and trees.

The Skalkaho Road, with its steep rugged terrain and severe winters never

became the key to the economic success anticipated by the Bitterroot Valley. The

Bulgarian farmers in the valley continued to truck fresh produce seasonally over

the road well into the 1940's (Simpson 1986, Montana Highway News 1922).

The road, virtually unchanged from the original construction, is still seasonally

open to travelers brave enough to enjoy the breathtaking switch backs and

magnificent scenery.

The early years of federal highway funding were years of national growth and
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change, involving two world wars and a major national depression. Federal

programs attempted to respond to the public welfare by legislating for and

initiating projects that addressed the problems of the times.

Montana was particularly hard hit during these difficult years. In the 1920's,

years of drought and depression forced 60,000 rural settlers to leave the state

seeking employment when their homesteading and farming efforts failed (Malone,

Roeder, and Lang 1990).

Vehicles heavily loaded with household possessions leaving the state often lacked

the horsepower to negotiate MacDonald Pass east of Helena. One summer the

Helena maintenance crew assisted 40 or 50 cars over the pass, frequently leaving

the destitute family with a dollar for gas. The same conditions occurred with

regularity on U.S. Highway 10 east of Butte (Volmer OH 455).

In addition to the Oddie-Colton Bill and the Federal Aid Relief Act, was the

Emergency Relief and Construction Act of 1932. One section of the Act

addressed highway aid and construction. Funding was allocated to both the

Federal Highway System and the forest program. Since the major emphasis of

this act was to create employment opportunities, funding was allocated

proportionate to population (Wohlgenant Jr. 1954).

The National Industrial Recovery Act of 1933 included funding for emergency

highway construction on secondary roads. The appropriations were again tilted

toward population to provide for employment. The Hayden-Cartwright Act

passed the following year and continued the appropriations, but stipulated that

at least 25% of the funds be spent on secondary roads. The act also specified a

portion of the funds be spent on surveys and development for future construction

(Wohlgenant Jr. 1954).

Federal aid, exempt from some of the original matching funds provisions and

aimed specifically at boosting the economy through employment, continued

throughout the 1930's until the United States entry into World War II.

Programs initiated under the provisions of this funding accounted for the

majority of highway projects competed in the state during the 1930's. The

financial benefits generated by the New Deal investments were of vital economic

importance to the state. Montana, with its large tracts of public lands and miles

of federally funded highways became the second highest per capita recipient in

the nation (Malone, Roeder and Lang 1991).
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One of the federal projects funded under the New Deal was the Civilian

Conservation Corps directed by the Forest Service and the Army. During the

1930's, over 25,000 young men between the ages of 18 and 23 were employed in

the state. Among the many projects they worked on were forest roads (Malone,

Roeder and Lang 1991).

The first group of young men to arrive in Montana consisted of more than half a

contingent of 1000 young men from New York. This group went to the Lolo

National Forest. One camp of 200 men was established 16 miles from the town of

Superior, on Cedar Creek. The initial project involved the reconstruction of the

upper end of the Cedar Creek Road between the Amador Mine and the dredge, a

distance of some six miles. Before the men could reach their camp a flood made

the road impassable, washing away 8 of the 11 bridges on the Creek. Road work

started immediately, transforming city boys into hardened construction workers

before they ever reached the camp (Davis and Strombo 1986).

The CCC
program lasted

until February of

1942 by which

time most of the

young men were

involved in World

War II. Wages

were $30 a month

for a 40-hour

week, plus food,

housing and

medical care.

During the eight years the young men worked in the forests of Montana, northern

Idaho and eastern Washington, they were responsible for building 3,476 miles of

secondary roads and truck trails along with 596 bridges for foot traffic, horse

trails and vehicle roads (Davis and Strombo 1986). Much of the fine rock

construction done during these years still stands as evidence to their contribution

to the development of public lands in the northwest.

A similar make work program responsible for miles of federal highway
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construction, and of the greatest benefit to the state, were the Works Progress

Administration projects designed to employ local workers. Between 1939 and

1940 Montana had 14,000 local men employed through these projects (Malone,

Roeder and Lang 1991).

One stretch of WPA road construction typical for the times was the highway

between Circle and Wolf Point, a distance of 47 miles in the east central part of

the state. The contractor for the project was a professional with several years of

experience in a number of midwestern states. By the time he reached eastern

Montana his livestock and equipment included 106 mules and horses, six

caterpillar tractors, 30 dump wagons, two elevating graders and two blades (Good

1976). The crew consisted of 80 men divided into two shifts. Each shift worked a

five hour day, six days a week. Skilled labor or equipment operators earned one

dollar per hour, with others earning about 86 cents per hour. For the men living

away from home in the camps, room and board cost one dollar per day. Lodging

was provided in a bunkhouse. A cook traveled with the crew, providing meals for

all 80 men at one time. Roadwork started in October of 1935 and continued until

winter weather set in. The following spring, wet weather delayed road work until

April. The section of road was finally completed in July after an extremely dry

summer. The dust problem was so severe that two of the cat skinners pulling

blades to grade the road ran into each other.

In the face of rapid mechanization, use of livestock and the associated labor

intensive equipment used on projects such as this, became obsolete within the

next few years. Many of the contractors, unable to afford to upgrade, went out of

the business (Good 1976).

The WPA program which bore the brunt of worker related federal legislation was

severely criticized by highway contractors. As a group they were resentful of the

constraints of what was perceived as a social experiment being inflicted on

contractors as a group. The complaints were basically twofold. The federally

mandated 30 hour week was inefficient and frustrating to work with, given the

seasonal nature of the work. The highway construction season varied from seven

and one half to nine months in length. Weather related down time during any

given season amounted to about 20 percent of the total time. The average worker

only worked 23 hours a week, when weather related down time was factored in.

Wages earned on these road projects was barely above the relief payments and
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provided little incentive for men to leave home or apply themselves on the job.

Employers were frustrated by the short shifts and the extra burden of

bookkeeping. The large numbers of laborers working split shifts also reduced

worker responsibility for job related problems (Hoitt 1937). The logic concerning

providing poverty level wages for a large number of individuals as opposed to a

good living wage to a few, became a matter of some debate.

The WPA program was soon phased out due to the advent of World War II,

which syphoned off a large percentage of the men and changed national

priorities. The legacy of the program with its far reaching benefits resulted in a

total of 7,239 miles of highway and 1,366 bridges built in the state, by the spring

of 1940 (Malone, Roeder and Lang 1991).

The primary force behind the general acceptance of uniform standards for roads

nation wide was the American Association of State Highway Officials (AASHO).

This organization formed in 1914, was to become the key agency for the successful

state - federal relationship. The goals of the organization were basically to

simplify, standardize and expedite procedures. To this end a series of committees

were established to focus on specific problems and develop policy. The

committees included ones on standards, bridges and structures, construction and

design (American Assiciation of State Highway Officals 1964).

The Bureau of Public Roads became a member department of AASHO in 1917 in

recognition of mutual interests and goals. The cooperative efforts broadened the

scope of their efforts while avoiding unneeded duplication. The benefits of long

term research and experience too could best be distilled and decimated by an

organization with a national agenda.

The organization ultimately became of such value to the process of the federal

system that the hearings associated with the passage of the Federal Aid Highway

Act of 1944, prompted Congress to request that policy statements by the states

concerning highway legislation be developed jointly with AASHO (U.S.D.T. 1976)

(Figure 4).

The period between 1930 and 1940 was one of rapid transition for transportation.

Vehicular travel was becoming a common necessity. Travel speeds were

increasing. Existing roadways were for the most part unable to handle the

pressures of increased traffic and were already obsolete. The heavier vehicle and

load weights were damaging to the lightly constructed roads. Passenger cars were
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restricted passage by truck traffic on long steep grades. Curves and line of sight

criteria designed for the earlier assumed design speed had become suddenly

dangerously inadequate.

BPR was faced with serious criticism for failing in spite of huge sums of money

and enormous effort to catch up with the motoring needs of the general public

(Seeley 1987).

To the present day traveler, adjusting vehicular speed to road and weather

conditions, or following a strange route across the country, matters of design

specification, or uniform signing are seldom given a thought. Historically this

was not the case. The evolution of a road lies not only in the use and reuse of a

traditional route but in the modification required for the changing needs of

society. As the needs change the design and construction must change to met the

new requirements. A common refrain throughout historic highway material is

state of the art. Invariably when state of art was achieved the demands on the

system changed setting the goal for yet another standard of achievement.

The decade between 1930 and 1940 represented a period of highway design

stabilization. The Hayden-Cartwright Act of 1934 allocated the sum of up to 1 Vi

percent of federal aid funds for research and planning. At the same time the

AASHO Committee on Planning and Design Policies was actively promoting the

best design practices identified through research and experience. Finally in 1937,

AASHO established a special committee made up of three officials from BPR and

twelve out standing design engineers from the states. This group was

subsequently changed to include engineers from twenty states and one non-voting

secretary from BPR.

The members of this committee worked through all of the existing information on

a design topic and from this information developed official policy. Approved

policy required a vote of 2/3 approval from the membership. Design policy was

established in seven major areas. These areas included highway classification,

highway types, sight distance, marking and signing no passing zones, intersections

at grades and rotary intersections and finally grade separations (U.S.D.T. 1976).

Traffic volume, character of traffic and design speed were the three criteria used

to classify the highway system and designate the expected use of the route. The

number of vehicles on the road calculated through averaging the hourly use

during an 24 hour period constituted the traffic volume. Character of the traffic



was determined by classifying the percentage of types of vehicles using the

highway. Assumed design speed was the representative maximum uniform speed

for any portion of the affected highway. This factor became a critical innovation

in design, prompted by the realization that drivers were judgmentally unable to

reduce and maintain the appropriate speeds for road conditions (U.S.D.T. 1976).

By 1940 a policy on sight distance was established. This policy set the distances

required to assure safety on curves or when passing. The height of driver

encountered obstacles was also studied. The uniform height placement and size

of vehicle tail lights for optimum line of sight was one of the more obvious results

of the study (U.S.D.T. 1976).

Most of the states were quick to accept the standards advocated by AASHO and

BPR, even though they were developing individual highway materials testing and

research labs. The national organization supplied specifications for the full

spectrum of materials upon request, reinforcing the existing spirit of cooperation

between the state and federal agencies (Seeley 1987).

Less cooperative and amiable to federal standards were the individual material

suppliers. Many were hostile to the idea of federal specifications for their

product. Resolution of this conflict required a great deal of effort between

manufactures and agencies to establish a consensus of acceptable standard

specifications for materials (Seeley 1987).

Engineering standards and requirements for roads built and improved through

the use of federal funds offered a compelling argument for the perpetuation of the

funding. The implementation of the standards by all states prevailed in the

interest of obtaining the funds. Lacking this common motivation the states may

never have reached a consensus concerning highway construction and material

standards (Agg 1930).

Federal involvement in road building nation wide also had its skeptics and

detractors who worried about compromised state priorities. Through the control

of large sums of money the federal government was able to achieve a virtual

dictatorship directing the development of public roads. During the depression

years road construction was focused more on providing employment than on

encouraging the development and state management of highway systems. This

shifting emphasis during the developmental stages of most state highway

departments was away from the previous concentration on contractors and the
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construction practices, was a matter of concern to highway engineers (Engineering

News-Record 1934).

The effects of federal funding extended far beyond the obvious physical

improvements to the national infrastructure. Highway projects were ideal in

providing employment for great numbers of people. It was estimated that for

every individual actually involved in road labor, seven others were indirectly

employed, providing equipment supplies and related services (U.S.D.T. 1976).

These federal programs, while severely criticized when implemented became the

basis for far reaching social change by improving the status of the laborer.

Legislation concerning the use of federal funding during the depression included

the stipulation that no prison labor be used. Hand labor over mechanization was

encouraged whenever possible, leaving the state with a lasting legacy of intricate

stone work along many of the old mountain roads. Fair wage regulations and

veterans preference were also introduced during this time (U.S.D.T. 1976).

For states such as Montana, federal funding provided and contunes to provide a

much needed and reliable source of income essential for the building and

maintenance of the state highway system.
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Chapter 4

CONFLICT SETS PRIORIIES

The history and development of the roads in Montana was heavily influenced by

periods of conflict. During early territorial times and following the Civil War, a

series of military forts were established along strategic travel routes. The military

presence was intended as a deterrent to hostilities inflicted on travelers and

settlers by the native inhabitants and to keep traffic flowing into what was

considered uninhabited lands. By the late 1880's the necessity for military

intervention on the behalf of travelers was gone. Most of the forts had long since

been abandoned and the military units pulled out, leaving behind a few stretches

of military built and maintained roads. These roads in Montana were generally

the result of expedient efforts often involving the one time movement of men and

equipment. The finished product was functional but lacking in careful survey or

construction. None approached the engineering effort expended in the survey and

construction of the Mullan Road.

In the years immediately preceding the first World War, Montana experienced a

period of rapid growth and expansion enhanced by railroad access to remote

parts of the state. Agricultural productivity reached an all time high. The

unusually favorable growing conditions were the result of a wet cycle that

coincided with the homestead boom in the eastern part of the state. Large tracts

of new farmland were broken out and for a few years with favorable weather

conditions, produced bumper crops.

The onset of war abroad boosted mineral productivity to an all time high,

expanding traditional markets and opening up new ones. (Malone, Roeder and

Lang 1991).

The state furnished essential minerals for the war effort in the form of copper,

manganese, zinc, and chromite. Rounding out the list of products were wheat,

beef and spruce. The latter being essential for the production of airplanes

( Department of Agriculture 1933).

Mobilization for war brought with it the specter of sabotage. The state

immediately assigned the 163 rd Infantry Regiment to guard bridges, tunnels and

other strategic transportation locations that might be easily damaged and

interrupt the flow of traffic across the state (Shore 1977).
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The national transportation emphasis and dependency during this time remained

focused on the railroads. In spite of aging equipment and a slump in business,

the railroads were still responsible for moving the bulk of manufactured goods

and raw materials nation wide.

The overseas conflict required an increase of goods shipments, both to boost

manufacturing and to supply allies. By the time the United States entered the

war in 1917 the railroads were operating with a shortage of about 148,000 cars.

The Railroads' War Board was established to assist in eliminating conflicting

services and to promote better utilization of the cars, many of which were under

or improperly loaded, wasting critical space (U.S.D.T. 1976).

Once the railroads began operating at full capacity and with maximum loads,

problems began to escalate. The old locomotives and other equipment started

breaking down. Track maintenance workers left to join the war effort and the

tracks fell into disrepair often creating dangerous situations and delaying

shipments.

By far the worst effect of the increased railroad traffic was occurred at

destinations on the eastern seaports. Freight was unloaded at central terminals.

The consignee was then notified by mail that the shipment had arrived. The

delays between freight arrival and pick-up, caused shipments to pile up.

Congestion at the central terminals became so bad that trucks often waited hours

and at times days to pick up freight. Adding to the confusion at the terminals

was the presence of horse and mule drawn wagons. In an attempt to reduce the

centralized congestion freight was diverted to outlying areas spreading the chaos.

Manufactures reacted to the crisis by increasing the numbers of orders for goods

to assure the arrival of critical products, compounding the problem of the

railroads and at the terminals.

By 1917 most large businesses owned trucks used exclusively for local delivery

services. Manufacturers when faced with mounting shipping problems used their

trucks on short run deliveries. When trucking proved effective for moving goods,

the range of service increased and bypassed the railroads.

For the first time trucks were driven from the factory to the buyers, establishing

them as a reliable cross-country vehicle. This reliability was reenforced by the

30,000 military truck convoy carrying three-ton loads, dispatched from the

midwest to Philadelphia and Baltimore for overseas shipment (U.S.D.T. 1976,
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Seeley 1987).

The east coast had by this time a relatively good network of bituminous macadam

roads. Most of the roads were of light weight construction designed for moderate

loads and slow moving traffic. The solid rubber tires and the heavy weights of the

vehicles pressed into wartime service broke up the roads. Within weeks hundreds

of miles of roads failed under the heavy traffic. The breakup of the roads was

often sudden and dramatic, sometimes overnight stretches of road became

impassable. Compounding the problem was the lack of commitment by the

federal government during this time to acknowledge the importance of road

maintenance to the defense effort (Seeley 1987).

The Bureau of Public Roads received a good deal of public criticism, much of it

relating to events over which they had no control. National wartime priorities

superseded the interest in transportation problems, and had syphoned off men,

supplies and equipment. Large numbers of contractors both experienced and

inexperienced, were lured into road work just before the war by the availability of

contract funding. When war broke out the cost of materials, which were

increasingly difficult to obtain, skyrocketed. Wages, too increased at a time when

large numbers of men left civilian jobs to join the war effort creating serious

labor shortages. Many contractors were forced out of business or found they were

unable to complete the work. Miles of road were partially prepared for surfacing

and abandoned, when the Priority Board of the Council of National Defence

issued Priority Order No. 2, stopping the shipment of supplies other than coal.

As a result the road construction business suffered a virtual collapse. (Seeley

1987, U.S.D.T. 1976).

Two significant factors came out of the national involvement in World War I.

First, was the unexpected and surprisingly reliable performance of the trucks,

establishing them as necessary and viable part of the post war economy. The

second important fact to emerge was the undeniable effect of these heavy vehicles

on the roads (Seeley 1976).

To say that the effects of heavy vehicular traffic caught road builders by surprise

is perhaps a gross understatement. OPR engineers were stunned by the degree of

unanticipated damage sustained by the highway system. Highway problems up

to this time had been primarily financial rather than technical. Bulletin No. 463,

published by the United States Department of Agriculture in 1917, was devoted to
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the construction of Earth. Sand-Clay, and Gravel Roads. The section on Grades

(Moorfield 1916) devotes a large part of the test results to the degree of grade

adjusted to road surface, that a horse can pull with undue strain. Road builders

had reached a level of technical expertise that they were reluctant to accept as

obsolete. The introduction of heavy duty cross country vehicles forced rapid and

immediate changes in road function and therefore design, and construction.

The causes for the massive failures of the roads became an immediate and

essential subject for investigation. Two primary factors emerged as causes for the

instability of the roads under stress. Both of the causes for the breakup related

to the failure of the road base, one from overloading of the frost or moisture

softened sub-grade and the other from load pressures high enough to crush the

sub-base materials. Poor soils and poor drainage were identified as the major

contributors to the loss of road surface integrity. The source of moisture, either

from surface penetration or capillary action proved to be immaterial as far as the

resulting damage. Therefore an impervious covering did not necessarily eliminate

the moisture problem (U.S.D.T. 1976). A dry, well drained sub-grade would be

essential for future construction, as would the establishment and regulation of

vehicle load limits if road surfaces were to be maintained.

A vigorous ongoing program of research and testing was necessary if highway

construction was to keep pace with the changing demands of the times. The

Bureau of Public Roads was originally, the only organization equipped to

implement large scale research projects. Test projects already underway were

expanded and new ones were started to seek solutions to national transportation

problems. By 1922 BPR was joined in research efforts by several colleges and

universities as well as 22 State highway departments that started their own

testing programs (U.S.D.T. 1976).

The Montana Highway Commission established a Division of Tests, supervised by

a testing engineer in 1919. The function of this division was to test and analyze

all materials proposed for use on bridge and highway construction and

maintenance projects (M.S.H.D. 1943).

At the end of World War I surplus military equipment became part of the federal

appropriations for the states. The equipment suitable for use on highway

construction was to be used only on Federal highway projects. Montana received

a variety of equipment totaling approximately $1,975,000 in value. Included in
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this equipment were items such as trucks, delivery wagons, Caterpillar tractors,

rollers, escort wagons and spare parts. The equipment was made available to the

counties on loan, following the receipt of a small deposit (Wohlengant Jr. 1954).

The State Highway Shop in Deer Lodge was operational to service surplus war

equipment until 1925, under the general supervision of the State Prison Warden.

One of the unique items received by the state was the Nash Quad, a truck first

used in France during World War I. The Quads were described by a Montana

operator as "a huge hauling machine, a kind of petrol eating dinosaur." (Davis

1985). The first of the vehicles were acquired by Mineral County in 1920 through

the State Highway Commission for $4,200 each. Eventually Mineral County

acquired 11 Nash Quads, some of which were still in service through the 1930's.

The huge vehicles were designed with four-wheel drive and four-wheel steering

and very difficult to operate. The four cylinder engine had no battery, was hand

cranked, and magneto ignited, with a water-cooled motor. The Quad had no

windshield and no lights and could only attain speeds of 17 to 18 miles per hour.

The tires were solid rubber which were virtually indestructible, often outlasting

the truck.

Mineral County used the Quads extensively on Lookout Pass for and road

construction near Alberton where they were particularly effective since they could
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haul the large quantities of gravel essential to the construction of mountain

roads.

Spare parts for the quads were obtained through the warden of the Montana

State Prison in Deer Lodge. Following several requests of springs for the quads,

the Mineral County Commissioners received a scathing letter from Frank Conley,

warden of the prison. The letter reads in part, "we have sent you nine springs

already. There is something wrong with your drivers or your roads. We have sixty-

five trucks out and you are the only ones who have called on us for springs." He

enclosed the company address and concluded with the following statement:

"Think if you have to buy springs you'll be more carefull with them. We don't

propose to furnish you with any more springs if you are going to use them like

this." (Conley 1919).

Mineral County continued to use the Nash Quads summer and winter for as long

as they could keep them running. Finally they ended up using two of the last

three machines for parts to keep the last one going (Davis 1985).

A major breakthrough in road construction came out the war through the

development and use of the explosive TNT which was far superior to the

previously available explosives. The Department of Defence distributed over

20,000 tons of surplus TNT to the states for construction purposes after the war

(U.S.D.T. 1976, Hewes & Oglesby 1954) For mountainous states such as

Montana the availability of reliable explosives was of great assistance on

construction projects.

Following the war and based on the recommendations of General Pershing, BPR

requested that the War Plans Division designate the most important roads for

national defence. In 1922 the army produced what became known as the Pershing

Map identifying the roads of greatest importance to the military.

The map routes closely paralleled the routes identified earlier in the Seven

Persent System. The military rationale was that a good system of highways

serving industrial and commercial interests should adequately serve military

interests as well. All of the highways identified on the Pershing Map were

incorporated into the Federal-aid system if they were not already part of the

system (U.S.D.T. 1976).

The economic post war letdown caused a national recession, and Montana was

particularly hard hit. After the war came years of drought bringing to an end the
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homestead boom. Economic recovery, plagued by drought, forest fires and a

major population exodus, was slow. The state found few buyers for the road

construction bonds that were issued (Malone, Roeder and Lang 1991).

In spite of the economic hard times the years between World War I and World

War II witnessed the growth and stabilization of the state highway program. The

protracted period of peace led again to a preoccupation with state and local

economic concerns which ultimately determined road project status. Concerns

with a national state of readiness were largely neglected.

During 1935 the War Department and BPR reexamined military highway needs

as a means of establishing priorities for improvement. The priorities they

identified were passed on to the individual states as suggested improvements.

When the strategic highway map was reviewed in 1939 some additional milage

was added to the system. Thousands of miles of the network nationally failed to

meet adequate standards for either military or civilian traffic. There were 2400

bridges on the system that could not sustain the H-15 loading standard of the

Federal Highway Aid system (U.S.D.T. 1976).

Public Roads Administration, which replaced the Public Roads Bureau, made yet

another survey of highway facilities in 1940. This survey was specifically intended

to examine national defence needs and assess the highway networks servicing the

existing military facilities. PRA found a desperate need for an additional 1500

miles of roads within the military reservations. Another 2830 miles of highway

access roads were needed to serve the 192 existing military installations (U.S.D.T.

1976).

As the nation mobilized for war the transportation system was strained to meet

the demands placed on it, and again the specter of sabotage loomed. The 164 th.

North Dakota National Guard was assigned the duty of guarding the bridges

tunnels and other vulnerable transportation locations to assure the free flow of

goods and military personnel (Shore 1977).

Military posts were enlarged, new camps, airfields, powder works and other

essential installations were built. Many of these facilities were built in remote

areas serviced only by county roads. County roads were not eligible for federal or

state funds, since most failed to meet defence standards and required upgrading.

The counties were financially unable to take on the additional construction costs.

In an effort to keep traffic moving in the areas near critical military installations
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the WPA was mobilized to work on the off system roads. The WPA which was

funded through 1940 and able to assist in providing a vital service until funding

could be acquired, and the states were prepared to take over (U.S.D.T. 1976).

The PRA encouraged states to concentrate their funding needs to the strategic

defence system, while Congress attempted to pass a bill that would apportion

funding to correct the critical deficiencies identified in the strategic network.

Eventually the Defence Highway Act was passed clearing the way for highway

construction in such strategic areas as the Pentagon Building (U.S.D.T. 1976).

Load limits for trucks were reassessed and set at new higher limits to meet

wartime needs. Some states handled the emergency by issuing overload permits

for the duration of the war. In the absence of uniform weight standards a great

deal of individual variation occurred. Weight limits varied from 7,000 lbs to

24,640 lbs, creating intolerable situations for long distance trucking. Congress

responded to the crisis by giving the Interstate Commerce Commission the power

to set uniform truck weights, heights and lengths.

Truckers took matters into their own hands and began to operate in blatant

violation of the state laws appealing to governors and legislatures when

confronted. Efforts to enforce the laws were seen as obstructionist and anti-

patriotic. Ultimately the regulations were compromised at the expense of the
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highways (U.S.D.T. 1976).

The road-building boom that started in 1921 and continued through the

depression ended abruptly in 1941 as a result of the war. State Highway

Departments were unable to acquire materials or equipment. Rationing affected

materials such as steel, asphalt and other items critical to construction.

Restricted materials such as steel could be obtained only under a high priority

rating. This provision restricted the replacement or repair of existing structures.

The few available materials were used primarily for maintenance. Rationing of

products such as tires, tubes and gasoline quickly curtailed non-essential travel

in-state. As a result, state generated highway revenue from the gasoline tax

plummeted leaving very little in the way of operating funds.

Montana went so far as to switch from aluminum license plates to ones made of

pressed soy products in 1944. These plates came with an unanticipated

drawback. Livestock found them quite tasty, and vehicles left unattended in

farmyards soon had their license plates eaten down to the bolts (Paladin 1968).

By 1942 all construction not directly related to the war ceased. Within a year,

Montana, and the nations activities were governed by a series of war related

restrictions. Highway related construction had to be first approved by the

Secretary of War, or the Secretary of Navy as to its importance. The only projects

considered for approval were highways that formed part of the national Strategic

Network. Federal funding on these projects was increased to 78 percent in

Montana, partially offsetting the revenue loss.

Montana experienced a reduction in population which also affected the volume of

highway travel. Some individuals left the state to join the armed services, over

40,000 enlisted or were drafted. Others left to work at war industries in other

states.

Highway personnel were encouraged to seek war related employment since all

construction and most maintenance had stopped. With high wages paid by

wartime industries serving as an incentive the ranks of the Highway Department

thinned to a bare minimum (M.S.H.C. 1960).

Ed Volmer, the Maintenance Supervisor in Helena, tried several times to enlist in

the service, only to be rejected. Finally, upon pursuing the matter discovered he

was considered an essential employee to the war effort. Montana's primary route

of concern during the war was U.S.91, a Defence Highway linking Butte and
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Great Falls. Supplies and equipment necessary to keep this route in good

condition were readily available and never a problem to obtain.

The major east west highways were also considered essential, but were not as high

a priority as U.S.91. About once a month U.S. Highway 91 was closed to the

general public while military convoys traveled north to Great Falls. The convoys

generally consisted of 30 to 40 jeeps and trucks destined for the air force base

and further distribution (Volmer OH 455).

Malmstrom Air Force Base (originally East Base) established near Great Falls in

1942, was a primary staging point for air lift flights to Alaska and Russia

through the Lend-Lease program (Malone, Roeder and Lang 1991). As part of

this operation related stations were opened at Glasgow, Lewistown, and Cut

Bank.

Malmstrom also became the hub for activities related to the construction of the

Alaskan Highway. Construction of the 1,400 miles of the road through Canadian

and Alaskan wilderness came about through the recommendations of the U.S.-

Canadian Permanent Joint Board on Defence. The Board reacted to the 1942

Japanese invasion of the Aleutians, by anticipating the possible need for a land

route to Alaska. The War Department enlisted the assistance of PRA, and within

a week of the agreement work on the road was underway (Shore 1977, U.S.D.T.

1976).

In later years Malmstrom was to retain strategic significance through the Cold

War as the home base for the 341 st Strategic Missile Wing. The 341 st is

responsible for the 150 Minute Men intercontinental ballistic missile sites

installed in 1960 in central Montana (Shore 1977). The majority of the missile

silos were located along secondary roads that required no special upgrading to

handle the traffic or the loads. Stretches of county or private road were graveled

and upgraded where necessary by the military.

A second phase of missile preparedness in the late 1960's and early 1970's

triggered yet another flurry of military activity in central Montana. This time the

Highway Department did cooperate with the Army Corps of Engineers to develop

a network of roads that would provide access to ABM missile sites. Before the

project could be completed the SALT Treaty was signed and the military

withdrew from the project, leaving the work partly done. The state managed to

convince the Army to continue to fund some of the road work to completion, but
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evidence of the hasty withdrawal and roads to nowhere are still evident (Kologi

personal communication 1/29/92).

Other in-state military installations included two training facilities near Helena

for arctic conditions. One trained men and sled-dogs for rescue missions. They

moved into a former CCC camp at Rimini. The other training facility was for

United States and Canadian Special Forces at Fort Harrison (Malone, Roeder

and Lang 1991).

Montana had no war related industries, but did generate essential raw materials

in the form of lumber, coal, metals and crude oil. While the state lost population

to the defence industries, the loss was partially offset by the thriving mining and

lumber interests which brought workers to the state (Malone, Roeder, and Lang

1991).

Mining became particularly important to the national defence following the

German U-boat campaign that curtailed shipping of overseas minerals. Even

marginal mineral deposits such as the chromite mines in the Beartooth

Mountains near Absorokee were developed. The Stillwater Complex was taken

over and leased by the U.S. government. The Defence Plant Corporation was to

manage development of the re-opened mines. Mills and mining camps were built

to house and employ over 100 men. Since the area is in remote and rugged

country, and marginally developed at the time, presumably some road

construction was necessary to accommodate the traffic. Shortly after production

started in 1943 the favorable progression of the war permitted the government to

withdraw from the project. Equipment was removed, and leases were canceled,

but not before over $12 million was spent on the project (Anderson 1990).

Highway construction fell to an all time low during the years of 1943 and 1944, as

wartime policies continued in effect. However toward the end of 1944, when it

became apparent the post-war highway planning was appropriate, Congress

passed the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1944. The provisions of the Act were to

allow for planning of a highway construction program that would begin to correct

some of the problems of neglect. Provisions were made not only to increase the

amount of appropriations but to expand the types of highways eligible to receive

federal funding. The state through the provisions of this Act were able to expand

the Federal Aid Secondary System originally established under the provisions of

the Hayden-Cartwright Act of 1934 (M.S.D.H. 1960).
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The provisions of the Act also allowed for the establishment of a National System

of Interstate Highways. The purpose of the system was to connect principal

cities, metropolitan areas and important industrial centers.

This system of highways which was to involve approximately 40,000 miles of road

nation-wide, or a little over one percent of the total road system. Planners

estimated the system would carry at least 20 percent of all vehicle miles traveled.

Most of the travel would occur within the zones of influence or in a 35 mile

radius of large cities and six miles from small ones. This system of roads

although part of the Primary System, was to be built to a higher standard of

construction than in effect at the time. (Wohlgenant Jr 1953, U.S.D.T. 1976).

Three U.S. Highways in Montana were designated as part of the proposed system

(Figure 5). These were U.S.10, the major east-west route across the southern part

of the state, extending from the Idaho line to the North Dakota line. Highway 91,

the major north-south route along the east side of the Rockies, from the Idaho

line to Canada. Finally, Highway 87 a northwest-southeast route connecting

Great Falls and Billings, two of the major cities in the state with cities in

Wyoming and Colorado (Montana State Highway Commission 1964).

The state highway program did not rebound immediately from the war years. A

period of time was required for readjustment. Former employees returning from

the war or related industries were reemployed and some new positions were

added. Financing the program in the immediate post war years, as well as gearing

up to embark on a new phase of construction and planned maintenance all took

time. Surveys and plans had to be prepared, and obsolete equipment replaced

before large scale projects could be tackled.

Nationally the planning and implementation of the provisions for construction of

the interstate system proceeded at an equally slow pace. PRA requested AASHO

propose a set of standards relating to both the location and design of the system.

These standards were accepted for the Interstate System in 1945. The standards

of necessity were a compromise that would be accepted by all of the states. To

reach an acceptable compromise some minimum standards were established. An

example was the desirable width for divided highways which was set at 250 feet,

but the minimum was 150 feet (U.S.D.T. 1976).

The flexibility of these basic standards was used to engineering advantage during

the original interstate development in Montana. Sections of Interstate
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constructed with two lanes of divided traffic were constructed in various areas

across the state where the Design Hourly Volume (DHV) fell below 700. Interstate

routes through mountainous areas where passing might present at problem were

generally designed and built four lane regardless of the traffic volumes at the

time (Kologi personal communication 1/29/92).

Montana Interstate 90 was finally completed in 1987 when the last sections of

mountain road west of St. Regis along the old Mullan Road military route were

finished.

Capt. Mullan would have approved.
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Chapter 5

CONCLUSION

The advent of the automobile dramatically altered the nature of the original trail and road

system that had served the early inhabitants of the state. These trails, established through

time and repeated use were not entirely abandoned, because they often represented the best

choice of travel routes for the terrain. The changing needs of society however, dictate

constant refinement of the road.

Changes to the roads seldom require the total abandonment of an established route with

the construction of a new one as a replacement. The process is more often one of

improvement through gradual accretion. Portions of a road may become absolute through

adjustment of alignment designed to accommodate changing traffic needs and destinations.

The same road may experience a series of improvements such as widening, or pavement

application over a period of time.

The canyon, valley, riverbank or prairie that first accommodated the footpath still

accommodates the road. The social, political and economic reasons motivating the first

inhabitants of the state to maintain old trails or to seek out new routes, still applies in

present day society. The purpose of the road remains the same though travel modes

change. Roads in active use represent a physical link with points on a landscape, but also

less obviously provide a temporal link to past events and earlier times. The progressive

changes documented in the state trail/highway maps graphically illustrate this point. Many

of the early trails are now part of the Primary, Secondary and Interstate Systems of the

state. Some of the roads have gone through multiple stages of change.

As a prime example, the Mullan Road, parts of the Bozeman Trail, the Yellowstone Trail,

U.S. Highway 10 and now Interstate 90, and before them, countless other small trails and

roads, all converge and separate numerous times to form the primary east/west route

across the state.

Here and there the observant traveler can catch a glimpse of an abandoned segment of the

road. They may even be able to identify when it was actively used, but "the road," across

the state, regardless of the name, is still in place and functional.



The same progression of change occurs when we examine the actual process of upgrading

a travel route. Because necessity, money, time, and manpower drive the system, accretion

dominates the process. Improvements made to a stretch of road through planned

maintenance, may start at one state boundary and not reach completion at the end of the

system for several decades. During this time problem areas may require sporadic repair and

maintenance.

Construction and maintenance constantly upgrade and improve the existing system to meet

state and national standards. Materials and standards used at the projects inception the

may change before the entire system is completed. These changes may be subtle, involving

only a few feet in the width of the roadway, or inches of asphalt, perhaps with a slight

change to the mixture. This kind of change can be difficult to detect and document along

the length of a road, and does little to change the immediate character of the roadway.

Montana's variable terrain and severe climate offers a challenge to highway engineers and

maintenance staff alike. The solutions applied to the regional problems they encounter are

not unique to the state nor were they developed here. Equipment and materials used in

construction originate in other parts of the country and are adapted for use in the state.

The Highway Department constantly tests new materials and methods on stretches of

Montana highways to determine their value in local situations.

Many of the earlier experimental roadbeds such as plank, were first tried in the east,

proved inefficient, and never used in Montana. Brick, as a road surface, was confined to

use on city streets where much of it remains intact under layers of asphalt. In spite of the

abundance of native rock, and access convict labor, cobblestone was apparently never used

as a road surface. Montana road builders readily accepted and incorporated changes to

the infrastructure as recommended by the BPR or AASHTO. Funds and manpower

however, to initiate large scale independent experimental projects that might fail were never

an option and therefore not a priority. They sought rather, to incorporate the practical

tested methods and materials that provided tangible results.

The problems faced by early road builders in the state have changed in part due to the

availability of regular, if somewhat insufficient, funding. The vast territory within state is

still sparsely populated, and could not maintain an adequate highway program without
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substantial federal assistance.

Even with the financial assistance from federal sources Montanans pay a high price for

highways. State residents have a lower than average per capita income, yet they spend $380

a piece annually on the highway program. This amounts to the highest rate in the nation

(Independent Record 1991, June 26).

The remotely settled east central portion of the state typifies some of the spacial problems

of the state that relate to transportation. The population in that part of the state has

steadily declined since the 1930's, while farm and ranch operations have grown in size. The

present average ranch size encompasses 7,636 acres with the largest ranch totaling over 229

square miles. Only two primary highways cross an area of over 7,000 square miles, and

there is no railroad service (Alwin 1982).

The few small, widely separated communities in the area cannot sustain services such as

dental or medical care, provided in urban areas. The highways are essential to maintaining

a way of life, and providing the commercial links to the rest of the state, resulting in a

tremendous dependance on the automobile.

The automobile has contributed to the decline in small local communities by reducing

distances (Gunther 1947). Residents of the state commonly travel over 100 miles to shop,

see a movie and have dinner at a favorate place, while high school students at times make

trips of over 400 miles to compete in athletic events.

In spite of a vigorous and sustained state highway program the median age of the 5,500

miles of primary system is 32 years, with over 1,000 miles predating World War II. The

secondary system includes about 4,400 miles of road. About half of these roads are paved,

with the remainder gravel. The construction dates for the secondary system vary between

20 and 40 years (Independent Record 1991, June 26).

The highway program currently underway is designed to bring the entire system up to date.

Federal and state standards provide enough flexibility in the guidelines to allow for

variation required in certain types of terrain. The responsibility for the final design criteria

rests on the state and local engineers.

Current road standards are designed accommodate a maximum design speed of 70 mile per

hour on flat terrain along Interstate and the Primary System, and 60 m.p.h. on the
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Secondary System. The road widths, curves, slopes and grades are all adjusted to provide

a safe driving surface at the design speed.

Given the past experience one can only speculate at what the future demands to the system

actually will be by the time all the Primary and Secondary roads meet the current

specifications. Historical observations suggest that new standards will be in place long

before current ones are met, and the process of accretion will continue.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS





CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Lewis and Clark Expedition

Gold found in Montana

Appropriation for Mullan Road

Mullan Road started

Mullan Road complete

Homestead Act Passed

First Fisk expedition reaches Fort Benton

Territory of Montana created by an act of Congress

Bozeman Trail opened

Congress grants right-of-way for public roads

over unreserved public lands (section lines)

Telegraph reaches Virginia City

Bozeman Trail closes

Public Road construction and maintenance to counties,

by an act of the fifth Montana Territorial Legislature.

First Bridge Tax

Fort Ellis - Camp Baker - Fort Shaw Road

Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel opens

Incorporation Act of 1872 (prohibited new toll systems)

Yellowstone Park established

Haydens Expedition to Yellowstone

Nez Perce flee via Lolo Pass

League of American Wheelmen Organized

Fort Miginnis Road

Counties assume road building

Railroad building starts in Montana

Establishment of Park County
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Montana Statehood, by an act of Congress. 41st.

Good Roads Association formed in Missouri

Depression

First gasoline auto

Office of Road Inquiry / USDA

Experimental rural delivery of mail- federal program

Depression continues

Four million bicycles in use nationally

Chico Hot Springs developed

Uniform Road System (passed then later repealed)

American Automobile Association organized

5000 cars a year being made

2nd Uniform Road Law

Office of Public Roads Inquires (taxes & labor for roads)

National Road Census

Corwin Springs opened

State financial aid for roads initiated

Good Roads Movement

More cars than carriages

"Montana Park to Park Highway" opens

First American Road Congress

Post road program 1912-1918 - for rural mail delivery

with federal subsidy

Troy - Libby Highway started

Yellowstone Trail - Twin Cities - Seattle (800 miles)started.

Montana Highway Commission established -13th Leg.

Motor vehicle Registration Law, $2.00 fee annually.

Federal funds for Forest Service / Nat Parks roads

First standard form for maps
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1914

1915

1916

1917

1918

1919

1920

1921

1923

1924

1925

1926

Federal road census

National recession

Montana Highway Commission's First Road Map (15,000)

Yellowstone Trail completed

Yellowstone Park opens to cars

First motorized rural postal routes

First Montana Bridge Department

Troy - Libby Highway completed

Federal Aid Road Act of 1916

War declared against Germany

Council of National Defence established

Selective Service

Railroads War Board

Highway Transport Committee

Montana - Revised Highway Commission - 12 mem. 12 dis.

First Annual Motor Vehicle License Law

Federal government affect social change through financial ai

First Chief Engineer - Montana

Testing Division established

Gardiner / Park county cooperate to upgrade park road

Federal funding required State Highway Departments

Federal Aid Advisory Committee

Revised State Highway Commission, 3 members.

Federal-aid Highway Act, 7% system

Second state gasoline tax, 2 cents per gallon

Federal / State project through Yankee Jim Canyon

Adaptation of Uniform Signs on highways

Turning point in Montana Highway Construction

State gasoline tax, 3 cents per gallon passed by public

initiative.
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Twelve Construction Districts created.

Highway responsibilities, R-O-W, maintenance and U.S.

Route signing.

Going-to-the-Sun road build by NPS and BPR.

Livingston / Gardiner road completed. Officially US 89.

State gasoline tax, 5 cents per gallon

Oddie-Colton Bill - Federal act - for highways on

federal lands.

Theodore Roosevelt Memorial Highway dedicated (US 2).

Gasoline Tax Debenture Bill passed

Emergency Relief and Construction Act.

National Industrial Recovery Act - funds for highways

Civilian Conservation Corps - For farm to market roads

Federal interest in Highway Safety. RR crossings etc.

Hayden - Cartwright Act

Federal funds for secondary of feeder roads.

Joint Committee on Uniform Traffic Control Devices -

issues manual of sign standards.

Highway Department reorganized.

Slate-wide Highway Planning Survey approved.

Federal city entrances / belt lines

Debentures Act Passed

Federal Aid Highway Act - authorized landscaping.

World War II

Federal Highway Act - defense priority

National Defense Roads

Non - critical work deferred

National Interregional Highway Commission appointed

5 man Commission and Districts established Legislative Act.

Defense Highway Act of 1941.
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1942

1944

1945

1947

1949

1951

1952

1953

1955

Highway Department reorganized

Federal Aid Highway Act - for interregional highways

Federal Aid Secondary System

National System of Interstate Highways

Retirement system for State personnel

Federal Aid for Secondary System approved

Chapter 264 provided that State Highway Commission

could enter into agreement with Public Roads Adm.

and National Park Service to maintain approach roads

to the National Parks.

Chapter 267 - Drivers examination section in

Highway Patrol.

Chapter 167 increased motor fuel tax to 6% per Gal.

Chapter 208 Motor Vehicle Use Tax Act.

Chapter 219 Gross Vehicle Weight Tax - Replaced Motor

Vehicle Use Tax Act.

Chapter 204 financial responsibility law.

First Federal Fund for interstate system projects.

Chapter 31 authorized a Toll Bridge Authority.

Chapter 178 Abolished State Parks Commission functions

to Highway Commission.

Chapter 240 Construction funds allocated to State High-

way system.

Chapter 30 law to include section of highway located

in Wyoming in Yellowstone National Park in Montana

State Highway System.

Chapter 104 - State Highway Commission to designate

controlled access highways on National System for

Interstate Highways.

Chapter 210 - 9 cents per gal. tax on diesel fuel.
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Chapter 255 increased tax on gas to 7 cents per gal.

Interstate System changed to the National System of

Interstate and Defence Highways.

New standards set for Interstate construction.

Chapter 230 reduced gasoline tax form 7 to 6 cents

per gallon
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600 copies of this public document were published at an estimated

cost of $3.10 per copy, for a total cost of $1,860.00, which
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